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On (ompus Todoy 
Resume Makeover 
When: !O:OOam- II:OOam 
Where: Trinity Hall 
Aerobics 
Where: Lynn Residence Cen-
ter, 3rd floor aerobics room 
When: 12:15-1:15 pm 
Question Of The Day 
What would you do if a tsunami hit Florida? 
Rcport~d h~ •\ l.u11 KodK' 
"I would climb the roof and pre- "I would climb the highest tree ''Not that much, but he definitely 
pare myself to swf." that I could lind at that moment" deserves to be in prison." 
Juan David Ospima, Freshman Lisa D' Aleccio, Junior Stephan Lande, Sophomore 
Film Student Meets Quentin Tarantino On Set 
Wolsnn and Krichner Experience Film Production 
h Vanessa Ott 
Spraying blood, cartoonish decapitations, dis-
connected limbs and gore galore -what goes on 
inside the head of a man who made the ultra-
violent movies "Kill Bill" and "Pulp Fiction''? 
Professor Carol Watson and senior Lee Krich-
ner found out when they flew to Austin, Texas to 
interview director Quentin Tarantino on the set 
of his upcoming movie. At 6 a.m. after shooting 
all night, the three gathered to talk. 
According to Krichner, the impetus for Tarantino's 
penchant for violence and mixed genre films is 
what he calls, "his demons and rage," which he said 
were, "deeply personal and nobody's business." 
Tarantino told Watson and Krichner that if he 
had not became a film writer he might have be-
come a criminal, but for him, writing is a so-
cially acceptable alternative. 
Tarantino said he prepares himself for each film 
he writes by building up his thoughts and feel-
ings, spending hours upon hours in his home 
while listening to music, watching movies, and 
letting the pressure build before sitting down 
with a red marker and beginning to write. 
Watson said, "Quentin's films, unlike others, 
are not messed around with by Hollywood." 
Krichner said, despite his tendency to use so much 
disturbing material, "He's just like a big kid, only 
vecy smart .•. Just bumping into him in the bathroom 
while he was brushing his teeth was tim, he was 
cracking jokes, finmy, friendly, and down to earth. I 
wasn't nervous at all, I wanted to talk more." 
Watson's husband Marty, is a well-known Hol-
lywood writer, director, and script supervisor to 
Tarantino. In the past, he has worked on big pro-
ductions such as "Friday the 13th", "X-MEN" 
and "Spy Kids" has worked with Tarantino on 
a number of his movies, including Reservoir 
Dogs and Pulp Fiction, arranged for the rare 
opportunity to meet with him informally. 
Watson chose Krichner to accompany her and 
film the interview for class room use because of 
what she described as his excellent eye for pick-
ing cuts in her Advanced Production Class. 
Krichner said he learned more in seven hours 
on this trip than he had ever expected. He added 
that to be able to test all the equipment on a 
movie set was undoubtedly a great advantage. 
Krichnersawhoweverythingworked, from fake 
rain to whispers picked up by state- of- the- art 
microphones. What's even more interesting he 
said, was that not everyone had a strong a aca-
demic background, but "fell into their jobs ran-
domly. They dido 't all go to school for film." 
Unusual clearance to roam the set freely was 
given by producer Erica Weinberg, Krichner 
saw a make-shift porch on the set that was cre-
ated for a certain scene at a Texas Chili Bar. 
The set of the upcoming movie is inside what 
was once an airplane hanger. It is now a studio 
that is owned and operated by director/producer 
Robert Rodriguez who was born and raised in 
San Antonio, Texas. 
Cooking Robot? 
Chinese Robot Cooks 
Ll~ \\'lut l u\\ cr 
A great way to tell if someone 
is a liar is simply by asking 
them if they enjoy Chinese 
food. 
In the rare occurrence they re-
ply with a no, it is as clear as 
an azure sky of blue that they 
are indeed lying. 
A billion people can't go 
wrong ... 
But what really makes Chinese 
food excellent is its preparation. 
As much as I enjoy my sesame 
chicken I would never put my 
life on the line for attempting to 
cook my own dish, regardless 
if it is only fried rice. 
Thanks to the recent months 
of clever work by Chinese sci-
entists, the world is now being 
given a lending hand for pre-
paring a meal strait out of the 
streets of Beijing. 
Say Hello to the first Cooking 
robot. .. 
This new approach on technol-
ogy could indeed win a battle 
on the home front of the cook-
ing world 
Imagine the possibilities of 
simply choosing between Si-
chuan, Shandong, and Canton 
cuisines along with thousands 
of Chinese dishes. 
Should I go on? The robot, for-
maUy named AIC-AI wiD also 
torture your taste buds with more 
possibilities such as the ability 
to fry, bake, boil, and steam will 
only the touch of a button. 
One Chinese newspaper 
writes, " ... the robot cooked a 
dish of beautifully-flavored, 
attractive-looking shrimp in 
five minutes at a show held by 
the company." 
The AIC-AI will go on sale 
as of spring 2007, however 




l:h ;\ ~euh.~ PIC\:Uk\ 
With new emo bands enter-
ing the music scene left and 
right with the same sound, it 
is hard to keep track of what's 
going on anymore. 
However, with the release of 
Senses Fail's sophomore al-
bum "Still Searching," gave 
fans some hope that their can 
be change. 
The new album is stronger 
and more damaging than the 
last album "Let it Unfold 
You." 
After lead singer Buddy Neil-
son's depression and near 
nervous breakdown, they 
dropped their cliche themes 
and allowed fans to see more 
into Buddy's life. 
They change everything up 
on this album both lyrically 
and musically. 
Lyrics are switched over from 
blood, murder and revenge to 
different issues such as de-
pression, struggle and a drug 
most popular today, alcohol, 
which is the most obvious 
change is their sound. 
This time they took a tum 
from dark overtones to catchy 
hooks that stick to the listener 
the first time they hear it. 
When talking about the al-
bum Neilson said, "This is 
the kind of record that hope-
fully will start defining our 
sound even more." 
he Omen 
Movie Review 
lh Bc.llfl/ Lc\\ '' 
Ladies All-SSC 
omen's Soccer 
lh Ch~d lk.IIIIL' 
Lucky Seven Earn Honors 
11-SSC Honors for Men's Soccer 
lh t'h.1J lkatlll' 
These boots are made for The offensive/defensive combi- On the heals ofLynn University's 
walking, and that's just what nation of Molly Anderson and inclusion in the NCAA Men's 
they'll do... Courtney O'CoMell earned SoccerTOID118Inen~ the Sse an-
sse honors three times. The 
senior forward scored seven 
goals and 17 points, both good 
for second on the team He is 
two points shy of reaching l 00 
for his career and would be just 
the fourth player to accomplish 
that feat in school history. 
the women's soccer two All- nOWtced seven Knights earned 
Right now, woman all over SSC selections. Anderson was All-Conference honors while 
are wearing fashions hottest named to the second team while Leon Jackson was named sse 













bo~l:l; were in for a 
while and now it's all about 
the height of your boot. 
Women are wearing these 
boots just above their knees. 
Whether you choose 
to wear boots with a 
short skirt, a dress 
or tucked into your 
jean,. they look good 
on just about every-
one. Designers are 
making them in all f colors and styles: 
, you can get them 
in leather, suede, or ::= even patent-leather! 
They are great because you 
can mix and match them with 
just about everything. 
And considering that its been 
getting a bit chiller out at 
night, they're practical too: 
they help keep your legs 
warm! 
The best part is, you can dress 
them up or dress them down, 
wear them out for a night on 
the town or simply to run 
around the comer to shop. 
mention selection. 
"I'm very happy 




said head coach 
Rocky Orez-
zoli, "Both of 
~;:/~ were critical to our 
success this year and I'm confi-
dent both will be even more suc-
cessful in the coming years." 
Lauderdale, Fla.) 
led the Fighting 
Knights with 
eight gmls and 




ished in the top-!0 of the sse in 
gmls (eighth) and points (ninth). 
She accounted for 30"/o of the 
team's offense and helped I¥no 
to foor of its seven victories with 
three game-winning gmls and a 
game-winning assist 
O'Connell, a former walk-on, 
made the successful transition 
from midfield to the leader of 
a Knights defense that allowed 
fewer than two goals per game. 
The Stow, Mass., product was 
a SSC Defensive Player of the 
Week for the final week of the 
year after helping the Fighting 
Knights to a 1.4) shutout victory 
against Roltins, catapulting the 
team into the sse tournament 
for the third time in four years. 
4= closed oot its season 7-9-1, 
lidling to Nova Soolhemlem 2-1 in 
the sse Toomament Quarterfinals. 
"This is a tre-
mendoushonor 
for all of these 
young men and 
for Lynn Uni-
• 'l' versity," said 
4 head coach 
~ . .1 Shaun Pend-
Jackson leton, who has 
coached 62 All-SSC selections. 
"All of their hard work during 
the year has paid off for them and 
I'm proud of that. Now we have 
to return our focus to the matter 
at hand, which is the NCAA Re-
gional Tournament" 
Jackson, a junior 
from Bloxwich, 
Englaixl, is the 
cornerstone of a 
back line that has 
• 'l' yielded an sse-
) 0 } low eight gmls 
...... • in 15 matches. 
Wallace As the anchor 
of the Knights' detmse, Jackson 
has played a key part in authoring 
an Sse-best nine shutoots, which 
stands fifth among NCAA Divi-
sion II teams this season. 
Joining Jackson on the first 
team is midfielder Carl Wal-
lace and goalkeeper Tim Melia. 
Wallace is the sixth player in 
program history to earn All-
the de-
:nee in goals-
Mella against average, 
save percentage, and shutouts. 
He currently has allowed the 
fewest goals in program history. 
Dwight Barnett, Courtney Rim-
mer and Lee Porter were all 
Second TeamAll-SSC honorees 
while Nano Short earned Hon-
orable Mention. Barnett led the 
Knights in goals and points in 
his first year with the team and 
is a constant threat to find the 
back of the net. Rimmer and 
Porter are both key components 
to Knights defense. 
Lynn returns to action Friday, 
November 3 at2 pm EST against 
Rollins College in the first round 
of the NCAA South Regional 
Tournament. The winner will 
face the winner ofWest Florida! 
Montevallo on Sunday at 2 pm 
EST. Fans can follow the action 
tive by logging on to www.lynn. 
edu/athletics and clicking on the 
"live audio" link. 
$10 OFF. ~IP 
yo•r first pvrche>sc ,. ,., , ., , 
l.:r ""1 ~n. 
ORDiiR ONLINiiTODAT 
Heath So I suggest you kick off your 
flip flops and walk yourself 
into a pair of high boots! 
With new guitarist 
Saraceno, ex- guitarist of 
Midtown, the band was able 
to create their best work to 
date. 
--
Girls & Sports 
The album is good in all as-
pects, it is emotional without 
sounding whiney, and hard in 
all the right places. 
This is definitely an album 
you do not want to pass up. 
Pick up a copy in stores now 
and check it out. 
A Comic By Juslin Borus ond Andrew Feinsle1n 
en 
n Campus Th is Weekend 
Friday, November 3rd 
Washington Internship lmdture 
VailsL)'IIIl 
When: I :30 p.m - 3:00 p.m 
What: If you are interested 
in obtaining an -;ternship in 
Washington, DC, the Washington 
Instirute is an exceUent resource. 
Mary Ryan Ph.D., President 
of theWashington Internship 
Institute will be on the Lynn 
University campus meeting 
with students. 
Contact: For an appointment 
with President Ryan, please 
call Joanne Drew in the Career 
Center at 561-237-7288. 
Saturday, November 4th 
l'llilhannonla Ordtestra Concert 
When: 7:30p.m 
Where: Saini Andrew's School: 
The Roberts Theatte in the An-
drews HaU Center for the Perfonn-
ing Arts: 3900 Jog Rd. 
Sunday, November 5th 
Philharmonia Ordtestra Concert 
Art Director: 





Staff: Beatriz lewis, Laum Vam, 
Alain Roche, DeShanna MinuiD, 
Brian FISdl, Nicole Piccolo, Sa-
mantha Murphy, Whit Tower. M> 
gan McSween:y, Rachel wa.s, 
Ket.ey Breining, Lia Jahnke, Ash-
ley Du:krey, \IRssa Ott, Chris-
tina Clllliinger, Ouis Dorsey. 
umnus Is Newest Member Of WMBB Team 
ormer Student is Newest Member of Punomo City's WMBB News Team 
B' \:me"·' Oil 
In recent 
alunmi news, 






is the newest member of Pana-
ma City's WMBB news team. 
Foster was a very hard work-
ing student, graduating from 
Lynn Cwn Laude with a de-
gree in Communications. 
She had originally srudied print 
journalism with us and wanted 
to work for a newspaper. After 
interning at the Tampa Tri-
bune, she decided she wanted 
to get into television. 
ment desk where she helped 
break some of the area's big-
gest news stories. She used her 
time at WPTV to put together a 
reswne reel which led to several 
job off=, and she chose Pana-
ma City.Foster has come back 
to Lynn to speak about her suc-
cess story, tetling srudents it was 
not easy for her to get to where 
she is now. She was extremely 
competitive and did not give up 
when lilced with a challenge. 
Former investigative report-
er and current professor Jim 
Brosmer said, "She had a fire 
in her belly for reporting.fl 
Sheena is among several grad-
uates who have obtained a 
career in television, and who 
can all be found on the Lynn 
Library's ''wall of fame." 
walking our halls, including ~ 
ing on to interview high profile 
officials such as South Carolina's 
AttomeyGcneral Henry McMas-
ter and former FBI Agent Henry 
Wtser Jr., Rep. Jim DeMint 
Foster says, ''These days, work 
is my life. It has been for a while. 
I've had some exciting assign-
ments so far, and I've only been 
little under two months. 
"My crowning achievement 
is that The Weather Chan-
nel aired one of my packages 
on their newest primetime 
show, Abrams and Benes. For 
a reporter to have their local 
story go national, it's a major 
achievement" 
Thanks to Lynn's program for 
valuable under or post graduate 
internship, Foster will make a 
new edition the WMBB. 
Ross relayed his findings back to the board 
trustees at Wibnington, and convinced them 
unite with Marymount and benefit both colleges. 
His plan worked, and he was then named 
dent by the new colleges board 
there, enrollment shot up to 360 happy 
The campus was blossoming as well as, 
ing more activities for the students; 
the pool, playing tennis, throwing school 
and going to the beach. 
university was dubbed Marymount College 
as a tw<>-year liberal arts junior cotlege 
The campus was secluded on Mili-
trail, swrounded by farms and strawberry 
There was only one dirt road leading 
the campus. 
In 197 4, the college name changed to the 
lege of Boca Raton, which signified the 
mitment of change to the surrounding local 
Later that year, Ross asked insurance 
Eugene Lynn for a $100,000 mortgage, in 
he was denied. 
used to joke that if a car came down the 
it was probably lost," Dr. Donald 
once said. After realizing that other 
1-!niver:sm<:s like Harvard, Notre Dame, and 
becoming more successful 
rec•Ogn.lze,a, Marymount decided to admit 
first male students. 
the start of the 70's, MarymOWit was strug-
greatly. Tbe college had amassed a 6 mil-
dollar debt, was losing students rapidly, 
had plans of shutting down completely in 
of 1972. Word of Marymount's troubles 
way to Wilmington College's 27-year-
. Donald E. Ross. While visiting 
Founders Day is here to recognize the · 
upbringing of Lynn University, the fine 
institution that we've come to know and love. 
It is a celebration of the school, its 
and all its success. Wonderful 
planned for the day, including coffee 
courtyard, where Kevin Ross unveiled a 
dedicated to his parents and the 
Marymount College. Other activities 
a huge barbeque, live music, games, and 
Calling It Quits 
Reese end Ry.:n Ann011nce Sep«chc 
B' \-h.~: IJu,f-rn 
Everyone knows the saying "AU 
good things must come to an end", 
but that saying seems to be D'lllCh 
more prevalent when it comes to 
Hollywood power couples. 
After seven years of marriage 
Ryan Phillippe and Reese With-
erspoon are calling it quits. 
The couple's publicis~ Nanci Ry-
der, issued a statement on Monday 
saying, "We are saddened to an-
nounce that Reese and Ryan have 
decided to formaUy separate." 
Fntertainment webiite TMZ ~ 
polled that the problems in the 
W~Pitillippe retatmWp 
were "OJmJlative", ald that oo ooe 
irrilent triggered its demise. 
While much of Hollywood is 
asking, "What went wrong", the 
divorce proceedings already seem 
to be in motion. Witherspoon has 
enlisted the help of prominent 
celebrity divorce lawyer Robert 
Kaufinan who has handled such 
high-profile breakups as Jenni-
fer Aniston and Brad Pitt. 
Although, the split seems ami-
cable, TMZ reported that the 
couple apparently had no pre-
nuptial agreement. 
This could pose a problem be-
cause California law states that 
without a prenup, earnings 
made during the marriage are to 
be divided up 50/50. 
Normally, this would not be 
a factor, but when it comes to 
celebrities large fortunes are at 
stake, and in this case Wither-
spoon has been banking a cool 
20 million a pic while hubby 
Ryan PhiUippe bringa in a dras-
ticaUy smaller 2.5 miUion a 
movie. 
As another day comes to an 
end in Hollywood, so does a 
romance, and the couples pub-
licist has asked for privacy and 
discretion from the media dur-
ing this difficult time. 
.... 
Employment Tip Of The Month 
How lo Research a Prospective Employer 
B~ ktl lukr\111.111 
You just scheduled an inter-
view with the Walt Disney 
Company regarding an open 
position you are interested in. 
It is now time to do your due 
diligence. There are several 
avenues to coni.fuct your re-
search. This article will go 
into two of them. 
Using the Internet, go to Ya-
hoo.com. Click on finance, 
and then symbol look up. En-
ter the name of the company 
you are interested in. 
For this example we are using 
The Walt Disney Company. 
The symbol is DIS on the New 
York Stock Exchange (NYSE). 
You can see by reviewing the 
trends and graphs how Dis-
ney's stock has been trading 
historically from one day, five 
years, to the life of the stock 
(in this case 1960). 
This page contains a lot of im-
portant infonnation for you. 
You can even order the com-
pany's annual report from this 
page. There are several top-
ics on the left that you should 
view as well. 
News and Infonnation - will 
give you headlines, current ar-
ticles and press releases about 
the company. 
Company Profile - gives you 
a summary and a list ofthe top 
key executives. 
this way will help you answer 
questions such as: 
Is the company financially 
stable and profitable? Are they 
rebounding back or recovering 
from a recession? 
Are there new products or ser-
vices about to be rolled out? 
Have they experienced lay-
offs or downsizings? Did the 
company outsource positions 
overseas? 
Are they currently under in-
vestigation? Has there been 
merger activity or talk of inter-
ested buyers. 
Now take a look at the com-
pany's own website. You will 
find the web address through a 
Google search. 
Go ogle 
Using our Disney example, the 
website is www.disney.go.com. 
Company websites will give 
you additional infonnation into 
the company's products, ser-
vices and personality. 
You will find out about other 
job openings, a look into the 
company's culture, and mis-
sion statement. 
There will be additional news 
articles and press releases. 
Company websites will usu-
ally show what outreach pro-
grams or community service 
sponsorships they promote 
and are involved in. 
Take the time to do your re-
• o ey o s urge ou es u o 
Defeat National Chomps Nova's late (omeba<k Nor Enough for Knight~ 
Jl\ J~II!C\ \k•-'ll~P 
After wummg the first two 
games in a hard fought match, 
the Lynn University volleybaU 
team held off a late comeback 
surge to defeat visiting Nova 
Southeastern University 3-2 on 
Wednesday night. 
The Knights guaranteed at least 
a .500 record for the season with 
the 30-28, 32-30, 26-30, 27-30, 
15-11 victory. 
Larissa 
~ I Yb on the year 
she tallied a 
match-high 27 
, _ _ ~ kills. to go with 
Witherspoon 24 digs. 
Also in double-figure kills for 
the Knights were senior Melissa 
Roberts with a career-best 20 and 
junior Innina Zamara with 15. 
Three other LU piaya"s also re-
cmlo:d double-digit digs with 
Withmpoon, IL'I sopOOmoce libero 
Christie Schade gathered a match-
high 291D tie a car= high. 
Roberts added a double-double on 
the night with 16 digs while fresh-
man Jmdan Crook added 12. 
Redshirt freslunan setter Megan 
Bedner was credited with a ca-
reer-best 62 assists in the match. 
She added seven kills, eight digs, 
and three servire ares to the mix. 
Lynn is now 14-13, 7-8 in Sun-
shine State Confereru:e play. The 
victory guarantees the Knights 
only their second non-losing sea-
son in program history. 
look a 26-24 lead late before 
the Knights responded on a 5-
I capped by a Melissa Roberts 
servi~ a~ to retake the lead 
and the eventual30-28 viciDry. 
Game two saw a similar see-
saw battle when Lynn pulled 
ahead 14-11 on a 7.{) run before 
the Sharks evened things back 
upat22-22. 
Trnding poims down the stretrh, 
the Knights rallied down game 
poinl at 29-28 to score four of the 
next five points fur the 32-30 win. 
Both games three and four were 
no different than the first two, 
with the exception of the Sharks 
taking home the wins 30-26 and 
30-27 respectively. 
!~' 1 ... i~'\ \~\."'-'"'[". : , 
Playing with absolutely noth-
ing to lose, the men's ten-
nis doubles team of Julien 
Carauzaa and Dennis Riegraf 
shocked the draw at the ITA 
National Indoor Champion-
ships by defeating defending 
NCAA Division I champion 
Pepperdine's duo 8-6. 
''This is amazing," Lynn head 
coach Mike Perez said after 
the victory. "It's hard to even 
compare it to anything. It 
would be like if Lynn's basket-
ball team beat Kentucky." 
Carsuzaa and Riegraf, the ITA 
"Super Bowl" of Small Col-
lege Tennis champions, are 
the only non-Division I team 
playing in the draw. Their vic-
tory over Pepperdine solidified 
Forcing the match into a fifth Lynn as a premiere NCAA ten-
and deciding nis program. 
game, the Blue 
and White felt The dynamic duo next takes 
right at home on third-seeded Middle Ten-
after winning nessee State tomorrow. Carsu-
a five-gamer at zaa likes the pair's chances be-
Rollins College cause of certain circumstances 
on Sunday and from their upset victory. 
a 3-1 record in mara-
thon matches on the year. 
It came a<> no surprise that the fifth 
game would start evenly, with 
leads and momenrum switching 
with abnost every point 
Trailing 8-7 before switching 
sides, Lynn called a timeout af-
ter the switch and came out of 
the break with a new fire, rolling 
off five of the next six points to 
take a 12-9 lead 
"We played weD," Carsuzaa 
said, "but not amazing. Beating 
a team like Pepperdine, while 
having room to improve, makes 
us excited about tomorrow." 
"Anything can happen in an 
eight game pro sef," added 
Riegraf. "We don't have to 
do anything here but play ten-
nis. Remember, they have to 
beat us, we don't have to beat 
them." 
Sector - states the type of indus-
lly the company is in, number of 
fulltime employees and the com-
petitors in similar industries. 
search. The Internet is a strong Nova Southeastern falls to 11-
tool to help you gather infor- 19,3-12 in conference. 
mation. 
Pulling within one at 12-11, the 
Sharks couldn't get any closer 
as the Knights rallied for the last 
three unanswered points to take 
home the victory. 
"It was great being able to win 
in the pro set,'' Riegraf said. 
"We normally start of pretty 
slow, but got into this match 
right away. I think that will 
give us even more confidence 
in our game as we head into 
the spring schedule in a few 
months." 
Financials - will allow you 
to look at income statements 
(showing revenues) over a three 
- year period. In addition, bal-
ance sheets and cash flow state-
ments are available for review. 
Researching public companies 
Research will help you devise 
excellent questions to ask dur-
ing your interview. Research 
will help you decide whether 
to pursue a job opening and 
help you conclude if the com-
pany is right for you. 
$10 OFF. ~I! 
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The match opened with a back-
and-forth affair in the first Lynn returns home on Friday to 
game as neither team was will- take on rival Barry University in 
ing to give any ground Nova the 2006 season finale. 
Girls & Sports 
A Comic By Jushn Borus ond Andrew Feinstein 
Advising Week 
November 6th- lOth 
Interview Skills Made Easy 
When: 2:00p.m-3:00p.m 
Where: Trinity Hall 
Ouestion Of The Day 
lla you believe that the Big Bang created the world? 
lk orJ•:d bv Liun \':mn 
What: This workshop identi-
fies the various types of in-
terviewing. Participants will "Yeah, it's one of the only theo- ''Not really, we don't know how "I believe the world was created 
review the skills and charac- ries, besides religious ones." the world was created." by aliens." Death Penal 
Siiddnm Sentenced to Death 
JJ~ Dc!;!wrJGJ M mu!o 
teristics employers identifY as Maria Trejo, Sophomore 
essential in being successful 
in the job market. Also, par-
ticipants will identifY how to 
prepare for potential questions 
by carefully examining infor-
mation about the positions for 
which they're applying. Atten-
dence is required for schedul-
ing on-campus interviews. 




Contact: John Valentine 
Phone: 561-237-7152 
Email: jvalentine@lynn.edu 
Meet the Press! 
The 2006 iPulse Stoff 
Editon: 
Jade Berez and Stephanie 
Baker. 
Art Director: 






Staff: Bealriz Lewis, Laura Varm, 
Alain Roche, DeShanna Minuto, 
Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, S&-
mantha Mwphy, Whit Tower, Me-
gan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, 
Kelsey Breining, Lia Jahnke, Ash-
ley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Ouis-
tina Cutsinger, Chris Dorsey. 
Faculty Ad"-: Myles I.OOwig. 
Saddam Hussein was con-
victed Sunday morning and 
sentenced to hang for crimes 
against humanity in the 1982 
killings of 148 people in a sin-
gle Shiite town. 
''No, I believe the world was ere- "I believe the world was ere- "I believe the world was created 
ated by God and by God only." ated by the Big Bang, but it was by the Big Bang because that's The leader was trembling and 
brought upon by God." what I learned in school." defiant when he shouted "God 
is great!" as the judge read the 
Morgan Holmes, Freslunan Steven Mayen, Freshman Tim Doran, Freshman verdict. 
~ Shide~~ Go T;-Ft:"k~d~~d.af F-;- -:~Festival 
51U~!RlJ Get the Opportunnily to Speo~ to Wrile_r an~ : Director of "Ten 'til ~~o·{: -·--; 
ly Kelsey Bremmg _ .~ ~ .. --. . _ _ 
What's better than being the first to see a mov-
ie? How about actually meeting and talking to 
the writer and editor of the film! 
Two weeks ago, the movie, "Ten 'til Noon" pre-
miered at Fort Lauderdale's International Film 
Festival. Ten lucky Lynn students from John 
Bennardo 's COM 255 class were able to attend 
the premier. 
Not only were they able to see the film, they all 
got the opportunity to speak with Paul Osborne 
(writer/editor) and Scott Storm (Director) of 
this particular film. 
Both men came to Lynn to talk to several of our 
film classes about their experience with film and 
editing. Students were able to preview a ten 
minute clip of the movie, followed by a ques-
tion and answer session with both men. 
It was a very interesting and valuable experience 
for film students because they were able to meet 
someone who has been and who is in the business. 
John Bennardo could not overemphasize the 
importance of editing he said, "Editing makes 
you better in other areas of filmmaking; it is not 
justa job at the end of the movie, you can actu-
ally make or break a movie with editing". 
His hope in showing this film was to make 
his students more aware of just how critical ed-
iting is to the creation of a motion picture. 
Paul Osborne is a graduate of University of Mi-
ami and has been working with film and edit-
ing for many years. His hope is that this movie 
will receive enough attention and favorable re-
views, and that it will hopefully play in theaters 
all over the world. 
"Ten 'till Noon" is about a man, Larry Taylor, 
who wakes up one day and finds two strangers 
sitting in his bedroom. 
During the opening scene Taylor is killed; that 
scene is then shown through the eyes of all dil-
ferent characters in only a ten minute span. 
The viewer relives those ten minutes from a 
different perspective so that we, the audience, 
can understand the purpose of his death. The 
entire movie takes place ten minutes before 
noon; thus giving it its name. 
Although this movie is not yet in theaters, I sug-
gest checking out its website at "http://www. 
tentilnoon.com/'' to get a peek at what looks 
like a really interesting and different film! 
Saddam, his half brother and 
another senior official in his 
regime were convicted and 
sentenced to death by the Iraqi 
High Tribunal. 
This is one of the most highly 
publicized war crimes trials 
since the Nuremberg tribunals 
for members of Adolf Hitler's 
Nazi regime and its slaughter 
of 6 million Jews in the World 
War II Holocaust. 
The death sentences automati-
cally go to a nine-judge ap-
peals panel which has unlim-
ited time to review the case. 
If the verdicts and sentences 
are upheld, the executions 
must be carried out within 
thirty days. 
Saddam Hussein is found 
guilty of crimes against hu-
manity for the killing of a 
hundred and forty eight Shias 
in Tigris river, in the city of 
Dujail in 1982. 
Hussein and his co-defendants 
will be given the right to ap-
peal, but that is expected to take 
only a few weeks and to end in 
failure for the defendants. 
.sse1 s 
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OWIJ line of li-
quor•inFI• ~~~ 
goonnet des-
serts: Conlial Connections. 
At work, it dawned on her as she 
was tending to the restaurant 's 
bar stock that dessert liquors and 
cordials would make wonderful 
ingredients in desserts. 
She spent time in her own kitch-
en experimenting with the ingre-
dients until her sweet delicacies 
were ·~ust right" TWo of her 
best-sellers are Brownie Bacio 
and Brownie Noce. 
She's sure that the knowledge 
she gained from her education 
from Lynn's CoUege of Hospi-
tality Management coupled with 
her desire wiU make her new 
business a success. 
She's busy taking orders for the 
holidays and devising new de-
lights. 
"I have a passion for this busi-
ness," she says. "I love cooking, 
I love decorating and, most im-
portantly, I love making people 
smil " e. 
I s y 
Re~louronl Review 
B}' 11 1 Cl!'.u• ~tcsw~.:ocy 
. . - ~ --
1 - ~ 
Sushi Ray Japanese Restau-
rant has been voted best sushi 
bar by The Best of Boca since 
1991. 
Sushi Ray offers a wide vari-
ety of Japanese food including 
intricate sushi rolls and deli-
cious hibachi combinations. 
The restaurant offers a relax-
ing lounge atmosphere for in-
side seating, or you can choose 
to be seated outdoors among 
some of Boca's finest retail 
shops. 
TWo mistakes led to two goals 
and a 2-1 men's soccer loss to 
the University of West Florida in 
the NCAA Division II South Re-
Unlike most restaurants, Su-
shi Ray closes between meals. 
During weekdays from Mon-
days to Friday, the restaurant 
serves lunch from 11:30am-
2:00pm and then closes. 'onal Finals. Lee Porter scored 
::.. lone goal for the Fighting 
re- Knights, who fall to 15-2 overall. 
until II. 
open again 
at 5pm to 
serve dinner 
until tO. On 
Fnday< they 
stay open an 
hour later 
As for the weekend, Sushi Ray 
only opens for dinnertime on 
Saturday from 5pm - llpm, 
and Sunday from 5pm -IOpm. 
For lunch Sushi Ray offers a 
wonderful lunch box special. 
The special includes Crab 
salad, a spring roll, Shunmai, 
shrimp and vegetable tempura, 
the daily special and one-half 
a California roll 110 with fish 
egg. 
All dinner entrees are served 
with a choice of miso soup or 
salad and steamed rice. 
Some of my favorite sushi 
rolls are the Sapporo roll and 




crab, cucumber and cream 
cheese rolled inside Avocado 
and fish for $10:50. 
The Dynamite Roll is crab and 
cream cheese wrapped in Avo-
cado and topped with baked 
chopped scallop seasoned 
with mayo and fish egg for 




~ we bombarded 
Porter them [West 
Florida] and dido 't give them a 
chance until we made the mis-
take. At the end of the day I'm 
pleased with our players and 
pleased with their effort." 
A scoreless game was broken 
with just four minutes remain-
ing in the first half. West Flor-
ida won a questionable comer 
kick after a Tim Melia was 
deemed to have stepped off the 
back line from a cross. Felipe 
Lawall's ensuing comer kick 
was headed past a diving Melia 
by Cole Chancellor to give the 
Argonauts a l..Q lead. 
• 'l and Porter get-
Ji . ling shots off 
around the IS-
Alexandre yard box. West 
Florida was able to counter on 
one of the Knights missed shots 
and carried the ball down the far 
sideline. Keith Savage crossed 
a ball from the far comer 
through the penalty area. Melia 
made leaped through traffic but 
couldn 'I come up with the ball. 
Mason Hupp touched a pass to 
the far post and Jay Mainville 
tapped in the ball for the goal, 
putting UWF up 2-0 ~th 19 
New life was breathed into the 
Blue and White in the 75th 
minute. Dwight Barnett won a 
penalty kick sending the ball to 
Porter who sent a low-hard shot 
to the left to cut the lead in half. 
Lynn though couldn 'I push 
through for the tying goal. A 
free kick just outside the IS-
yard box was driven into the 
wall and out of play as time 
was expiring. 
Melia closed 
out the season 
allowing just 
eight goals, the 
second lowest 
"' total in program 
I j ' history and. the 
lowest smce 
Mella Matt Nelson al-
lowed just six goals in 1996. 
Leon Jackson, Dwight Bar-
nett, Nano Short and Melia 
were also named to the South 
Region All-Tournament team. 
Lynn qualified for the NCAA 
Tournament for the eighth 
time since 1996 and qualified 
for the post-season for the 17th 
time overall. 
Regional Bid 
frn Ever for Volleyball 
u C.:IJi•u a.:~ua 
al bid in the 10-year history of 
the program. 
Posting only the second win-
ning season in school history, 
the Fighting Knights became 
one of five Sunshine State 
Conference teams to earn post· 
season berths. 
"What an amazing accom-
plishment for our girls and our 
program," Head Coach Lynze 
Roos said. 
"This is a testament to their 
hard work and perseverance 
throughout the season." 
Lynn (15-13, S-S SSC) faces 
Florida Southern (30-4) in the 
opening round on Thursday in 
Tampa, Fla., on the campus of 
the University ofTampa. 
Also receiving bids from the 
SSC are rival Barry Univer-
sity (15-13), Eckerd College 
(21-13), Florida Southern, 
and Tampa (29-1 ). Florida 
Gulf Coast University (27-2), 
South Carolina-Aiken (2S-6), 
and Wingate University (22· 7) 
round out the selections. 
The Fighting Knights finished 
the 2006 regular season tied for 
third place in one of the tough-
The Lynn University volley- est conferences in the country, 
ball team has been selected for despite being chosen to finish 
their first ever NCAA Region- eighth in the preseason poll. -~~ 1.-.lf..;:;.l·l t.: l:rlol)n. 
Sushi Ray Japanese Restaurant 
is also available for take-out 
and catering. Sushi Ray isn't 
just great tasting, but economi-
cal too! 
Girls & Sports 
Whether your preference is su-
shi or a Japanese entree Sushi 
Ray offers the very best Japa-
nese cuisine in Boca Raton. 
t ;. ·: t • 
' -.. , ,~ 
~ ~ . 
A Comic B)l Jus~n Borus and Andrew Feinstein 
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Contact: John Valentine 




When: 6:00p.m- 12:00 a.m 
Where: Trinity Hall 
What:Students will be given 
a combination of educational 
seminars and experiential ac-
tivities to promote student 
engagement, develop ethical 
leadership skills, professional 
knowledge and success. Maxi-
mize your potential as a stu-
dent leader. 
Editors: 









Staff: Beatriz Lewis, Laura Vann, 
Alain Roche, DeSharma Minuto, 
Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Sa-
mantha Murphy, Whit Tower, Me-
gan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, 
Kelsey Breining, Lia Jahnke, Ash-
ley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Chris-
tina Cutsinger, Chris Dooey. 
Faculty Ad.tior: Myles Ludwig. 
"It worries me, I have a coople "It's tmfortunate and unnecessary" "I think it is lragic, and it's de-
friends heading out over dtere." pressing to watch news about it." 
Tyler Robbins, Senior Laurel Gates, Senior 
'"'I think it's bad because our cur- "It's horrible and I dont under-
rent president has miss led us." stand why we are still at war." 
"I feel like we are not doing 
something right." 
Have you found an internship program that satis-
fies you? If not here are a some opportunities for 
WCBS-TV New York college internship program 
may be the perfect choice for you. This program 
offers undergraduate students a broad knowledge 
of the inner workings of a television station. 
Students are assigned to a variety of depart-
ments. College/University level students in 
satisfactory academic standing with an ovemll 
grade point avemge of2.7 (C+) and a minimum 
grade point average of 3.0 (B) in major courses 
are welcome to apply. 
In order to be considered, please submit a letter of 
inten~ a resume, a copy of college transcri~ two 
letters of recommendation from professors or em-
ployers, and a letter from the school confirming 
the number of academic credits to be received 
The deadline for which the material must be re-
ceived and postmarked by are as follows: 
I. Spring Program- November 15th (January, 
February, March, April, mid-May). 
2. Summer Program- March 15th (June, July, 
and mid-August). 
3. Fall Program- August 31st (September, Oc-
tober, November, and December). 
Department supervisors are' responsible for in-
tern assignments. A minimum of three days a 
week is required for all interns participating in 
the fall or spring programs. Consecutive days 
are preferred. Summer interns are scheduled on 
a full-time basis. The WCBS-TV internship pro-
gram is a non-paid program. However, a lim-
k"\1 •L1pcrid 1<1 P''"'tk Ju a."''"l . litkn1s ""llh 
transportation and lunch expenses. For more in-
formation visit www.WCBSTV.com or contact 
Vanessa Kenon-Hunt @WCBS-TV; 524 West 
57th Street; New York, New York 10019 
vkenon-hunt@cbs.com. 
Another internship opportunity is The Associ-
ated Press Internship Program. 
This program offers up to twenty two paid in-
ternships for students who are aspiring print, 
photo, broadcast, graphics and multimedia 
journalists. 
The internships are individually tailored training 
programs for full-time juniors, seniors and grad-
uate students at U.S. colleges and universities. 
To apply, assemble the following: A 300-word 
autobiographical essay on this topic: "The As-
sociated Press seeks to recruit and retain a work-
force that embodies a wide range of talents, ex-
periences, achievements and journalistic skills. 
"Please describe the qualities and accomplish-
ments you would bring to the company."A re-
sume and cover letter; five to seven clips; two 
letters of reference, at least one from a profes-
sor or faculty adviser on school letterhead. 
The internships start anytime between mid-May 
and mid-June. 
Contact your nearest bureau for an appoinnnent to 
interview and take the timed newswriting test. 
To locate your nearest bureau, go to: http:// 
www.ap.org/pages/contact/contact.hnnl. 
Applications for the 2007 program, including inter-
views and tests, must be completed by Nov. 15. 
Addicted to energy drinks? 
Younger and younger people 
are looking for that extra energy 
boost or buzz without knowing 
the consequences. 
More than five hundred new 
energy drinks were launched 
around the world this year. En-
ergy drink companies are fight-
ing for the dollars of teenag-
ers, with the promise of weight 
loss, increased endurance and 
legal highs. On average, there 
are seven to eight teaspoons of 
sugar in one can. 
New companies join the domi-
nate top seller Red Bull, Mon-
ster, and Rockstar that make up 
a 3.4 billion dollar a year indus-
try, which grew 80 percent last 
year. An estimated 31 percent 
of U.S. teenagers say they con-
sume energy drinks. 
According to Simmons Re-
search, that represents 7.6 mil-
lion teens, a jump of around 3 
million in three years. 
Nurritionists warn that these 
drinks, full of caffeine and 
sugar, can hook kids on an un-
healthy boost of energy ending 
in a cash cycle. 
There are multiple sources of 
caffeine, making it hard to ac-
curately state how much caf-
feine an energy drink contains. 
Some of these drinks contain 
B vitamins, which can cause 
rapid heartbea~ numbness and 
tingling in the hands and feet. 
"Danger only adds to the ap-
peal," said Bryan Greenberg, 
a marketing consultant and an 
assistant professor of market-
ing at Elizabethtown College. 
Tom Cruise is back for another 
crazy adventure in "Mission 
Impossible nr•. 
This film is a little different 
from the first two. 
The franchise is a little more 
complicated than what they 
were up against in the other 
movies. 
The movie is non-stop action 
from beginning to end. 
Cruise bounces around as if he 










more than he can handle. 
HlUit's protege Lindsay, played 
by Ktri Russell. is taken captive. 
In a pursuit to save Lindsay, 
Ludacris released his first ma-
jor album in the year 2000. He 
has released three albums after 
that, making him one of the 
most popular rappers around 
While it has only been two 
years since the release of The 
Red Light District, Ludacris 
has gone through some chang-
es. 
The "Release Therapy" CD 
was released on September 26, 
2006. It is the fifth album by 
Ludacris. 
The first single, "Money Mak-
er" which features Pharrell, 
aired on the radio on July 17. It 
was number one on the charts 
of Billboard Hot I 00, and the 
hot R&B Hip-hop songs. The 
song is very upbeat with cool 
rhythms that get you up out of 
your chair. 
The "Release" portion of this 
album is where Ludacris put in 
his personal side, with songs 
such as, Runaway Love. The 
"Therapy" portion is com-
prised with cut-loose tracks 
like, "Woozy" featuring R. 
Kelly and "Girls Gone Wild." 
Ludacris told Billboard he 
wanted to make an album that 
gave his listeners "a release for 
the day", a time to escape from 
all the worries. The "Release 
Therapy" CD will relax your 
mind and let you be carefree. 
In this new album he wants 
to send a different image and 
wants to be taken seriously. 
HWit's fiancee Julia, played by According to an Album Re-
Michelle Monaghan, is taken view by Justin Ytlly, this CD 
too. has opened a new dimension. 
Now he must save the two 
from a sadistic arms dealer be-
fore they are murdered. 
The villain in this movie Owen 
With all his past experiences 
he was able to make this CD 
the most entertaining and ap-
pealing to his listeners. 
Davian, played by Phillip Sey- His bold lyricism and talent 
mour Hoffman, appears to be will really get you into the 
one of the toughest guys Hunt mood of this album. 
has ever faced, showing nei-
ther remorse nor a conscience. 
It soon becomes obvious that 
Davian is well protected, well 
connected, and straight out 
malicious. 
This film is action packed and 
will keep you on the edge of 
your scat. Definitely a must 
see: pick. it up in stores today. 
With a pair of victories over 
Flagler College and Northwood 
(Fla.) University, the Lynn Uni-
versity volleyball team returned 
to their winning ways and an 
above .500 record. 
The Knights took down Flagler 
3-1 in the opening of a tri-match 
at the de Hoernle Center before 
easily dispatching the Scahawks 
3~ in the third match. 
Senior outside 
hitter Melissa 
RDberts led the 
Knights (11-10) 
with 33 kills 
and 34 digs on 
the evening. 
She notched a 
double-double against the Saints 
with 17 kills and a career-high 26 
digs while adding a matclHiigh 
16 kills with eight digs against 
Northwood 
Also contributing to the Knights 
offensive success were fellow 
senior Larissa Witherspoon and 






a 17 kill-25 
dig perfor-
mance while 
Zamara added 20 kills, 12 






assists on the 
day, recording 
54 against the 
Saints and 39 
against the Scahawks. She 
was also aggressive with her 
serving, earning five services 
aces against Flagler. 
Defensively, sOphomore libero 
Christie Schade put togeth-
er solid performances with 
matches of 16 and 17 digs. 
She also nearly tied the three-
game match record for service 
aces with five against North-
wood. 
The Knights opened the first 
match against Flagler with a 
30-23 victory. 
Lynn put a comfortable dis-
tance between themselves 
and the Saints with a 7~ run 
to make it a 12-5 contest and 
hold off Flagler rWIS the rest of 
the way. 
Game two against the Saints 
was a back-and-forth affair 
early, trading leads and tics Wllil 
the Knights took a 25-24lead on 
their third 3~ rWI of the game. 
Flagler kept close but never re-
gained the lead or forced a tic 
as Lynn won 30-27. 
Showing they belong in the 
same breath as the nation's 
best, the second-ranked Lynn 
University women's golf 
team defeated top-ranked 
Florida Southern in a playoff 
to capture the Nova South-
eastern Fall Invitational. 
The Knights finished ahead o 
the top-I 0 teams in the coun-
try and Katy McNicoll won 
her first career tournament. 
·"This was a fantastic day for 
our team," said head coach 
Courtney Bibby, whose team 
has won two of the three tour-








Scotland shot a 
5«000 round 75 for a 36-holc 





with a 152 two 
day total, also 
a 36-hole ca-
reer best. Lynn 
nearly blew its 
lead over Florida 
Southern, but defeated the 
Moccasins in a one-hole play-
off. 
Lynn (607) nearly blew its 
three stroke lead over Florida 
Southern (607), but defeated 
the Moccasins in a one-hole 
playoff. 
The Knights and Moccasins 
finished II shots ahead of 
four-time defending national 
champions R<>llins College. 
The Blue and White return 
to action Monday, October 
30 at the SLU Fall Preview. 
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Advising Week 
November 6th- I Oth 
Dress for Success (Suit Younelf) 
When: 1:00 p.m- 2:00p.m 
Where: Trinity Hall 
Contact: Joanne Drew 
Phone: 561-237-7286 
Email: jdrew@lynn.edu 
What: Style of dress reflects at-
titudes toward oneself and work 
in general People who look 
successful have a better chance 
for a better job at a higher salary. 
Learn the rules for interview and 
business attire. 
KAT Java Jam-Spoken Word 
Artist, "Komplex" 
When: 8:00p.m 
Where: Cafeteria patio 
Contact: John Valentine 
Phone: 561-237-7152 
EmaU: jvalentioe@lynn.edu 
Meet the Press! 
The 2006 iPulse Stuff 
Editon: 











Stall": Beatriz Lewis, Laura 'Wnn, 
Alain Roche, DeShanna Minuto, 
Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Sa-
mantha Mwphy, Whit Tower, Me-
gan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, 
Kelsey Breining, Lia Jahnke, Ash-
ley Duckrey, \lmessa Ott, Chris-
tina Cutsinger, Chris Dorsey. 
Faculty Advisor: Myles Ludwig. 
,KFC Switching To Zero Trans Fat Oil 
United Stoles Bunning Restourunts From Serving Food Containing Artificial Trans fats 
I 
y Kc\ in M iclcc 
KFC approximates that 5,500 cookies, crackers doughnuts, 
restaurants have already as well as deep fryers. 
switched. 
President of KFC Greg 
Dedirck said there would be 
no change in the taste. 
Invented in the early 1900s, 
partially hydrogenated vegeta-
ble oil was initially a healthy 
substitute for natural fats like 
butter or lard. 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
(KFC), is taking a step in a 
healthy direction. 
Setting the bar for other fast 
food chains to follow, to help 
kept people healthy even 
though its fast food. 
According to the Food and 
Drug Administration, artifi-
cal trans fat is so common that 
the average American eats 4. 7 
pounds of it a year. 
KFC is phasing out trans fats, 
cooking Recipe and Extra 
Crispy fried chicken, Potato 
Wedges, and other menu items; 
but not yet for there biscuits. 
The restaurant chain said it 
will start using zero trans 
fats soybean oil system in the 
United States with the rollout 
The announcement came just 
ahead of a New York City 
Board of Health pulling for 
a plan to make New York the 
first U.S. city to ban restau-
rants from serving food con-
taining artificial trans fats but 
not effecting grocery stores. 
When eaten, trans fats signifi-
cantly raise the level of "bad" 
cholesterol, blood pressure, they 
clog arteries, and cause different 
sorts of heart diseases. 
Researchers at Harvard study 
of public health, estimated that 
trans fats contribute to 30,000 
us <.b!'h 
expected to be completed by Today, the oil is used as a short-
Apnl 2007 eoitlg in baked good5 such as 
Humans Have Sex Pheromones Despite Skepticism 
l~formarion about Mole und Female Pheromones 
y Rachel Weiss 
There's something you should know about 
showering .. .it's not hot! In fact, you could be 
drastically lowering your appeal to the opposite 
sex by taking one. However, bad odor could do 
some damage as well. 
Animals have sex phero-
mones that emit unscented 
subconscious sex signals, 
wh 1tll attract them to one 
another. Imagine; you walk 
into a room and you see this 
person. You feel this unde-
niable attraction, beyond physical, that is com-
pletely irrational. 
Due to brainwashing chick flicks and our pop 
culture society, you start to think that maybe its 
fate or love at first sight. After all, what explana-
tion could you have for developing such intense 
feelings so abruptly? It must be a fairy tale. 
Turns out, your sudden romance is nothing but 
sheer animal magnetism. Pheromones have 
been under scientific study for decades and ex-
periments have been a success. So much so, that 
by the late 1970's, sex pheromones were being 
used as insect repellant. The scent of phero-
mones was luring the insects to their death with 
instinctive intentions. 
Although scientific evidence has proven sex 
pheromones to exist in humans, some skepti-
cism does arise. Fortunately, there have been 
enough experiments on mice to prove humans 
do have them. 
Experiments have also proved that society's 
standards of hygiene may be interring with the 
sexual attraction your pheromones release. 
Pheromones are transferred through scent pro-
duced by chemicals in tears, saliva, and per-
spiration. The most attractive male pheromone 
that men produce is Androstenone. This is only 
emitted through sweat. 
When getting clean in the shower you are taking 
off your natural pheromone. Keeping clean with 
deodorant clogs the pores in your sweat glands, 
preventing AndrosteRone from being released. 
Deodorants, perfume, cologne, aftershave, hair 
products, these are all examples of things in 
which humans wear to attract the opposite sex. 
All the while killing the natural odor, human 
male and female bodies secrete that produces 
an intensely sexual appeal that is entirely sub-
conscious. Pheromones are not the sole reason 
why your love life is the way it is. If you had a 
bad date, don't blame your pheromones; it was 
probably something you did wrong. 
Single and looking? Here are some tips for 
making it through the first date to the second: 
Talking about future children orrelationships, even 
if you don't mean i~ is not the best idea. It may 
sound like no big deal, but it triggers thoughts of 
commitment that could send your date running. 
Listen! You probably want to impress this per-
son, so be interested in what they have to say 
and ask questions about them. They'll enjoy 
the attention and most likely return the favor. 
For guys, opening doors, including the car door 
for your date should happen consistently. 
For girls, if a guy opens the car door for you, 
don't reach over the seat and open it for him. 
You'll look ridiculous, and you'll be ruining his 
desire to be chivalrous. 
They Were Stars 
Brief H'IStory of McCraken's t.le 
y Nicole Piccolo 
Do you know Bert McCracken? 
Lead singer and youngest 
member of "The Used" is do-
ing what he loves to do; but 
the road there was not easy. 
McCracken was born in a 
strict and loving Mormon fam-
ily in Orem, Utah on February 
25, 1982. His childhood was a 
good one. 
Growing up, McCracken was 
a gymnast for seven years, 
played the trumpet and piano, 
and was surprisingly a huge 
fan of Michael Jackson; who 
is said to be one of his biggest 
musical influences. 
Going into his teen years, he 
was rebellious against his 
Mormon religion, which even-
tually led to his parents kick-
ing him out. Things went down 
hill from there. 
Bert dropped out of high 
school, and by the age of 17, 
Bert was addicted to Crystal 
Meth, and drinking up to two 
bottles of Jack Daniels daily. 
It seemed all hope was gone 
until McCracken got a phone 
call from an old high school 
friend called Quinn Allman. 
Allman and some guys were 
looking to start a band and 
needed a lead singer. The 
group immediately clicked 
and The Used was born. 
The band helped Bert with his 
drug addiction to get him back 
on track. 
Since they formed in 2000, the 
band has released two albums 
and is releasing a third one in 
early 2007. 
"I have to realize that every 
mistake I make is part of me. 
I try to take the experience and 




I~ I! /'II l,~lk l'~~:ooln 
Want to play a game? 
that's right Jigsaw is 
again in "Saw III". 
This one is even more sus-
penseful and gory than the last 
two. 
Jigsaw, played by Tobin Bell, 
and his new accomplice, 
Amanda, played by Shawnee 
Smith, continue on with the 
games in this film. 
Although Jigsaw is close to 
death, having Amanda by his 
side allows the games to go on 
for those they feel have taken 
their lives for granted. 
This time around, the situa-
tions are more gruesome and 
the victims have basically no 
chance for survival. 
Lynn, played by Bahar Soome-
kh, is a depressed emergency 
room physician. 
Jeff, played by Angus Mac-
fayden, is a barely functioning 
man still grieving the death of 
his son from over three years 
before. 
Lynn and Jeff are both kid-
napped to become part of Jig-
saws games. 
Jeff has the chance to get back 
at those who he associated 
with the death of his son and 
has two hours to complete the 
game. 
If he doesn't, Lynn is dead. 
This movie keeps you on the 
edge of your seat the whole 
time with a twist at the end that 
really baffles the audience. 
It is totally ·different from the 
first two, possibly the best 
"Saw" yet. 
This movie is a must see, check 
it out in theaters now. 
For Bel 
omen's Fashion 
B Kern Breinin 
When was the last time you 
Men's Basketball Wms In Execution Game 
Defeat Division One Bethune-(ookman 
J · 1.: \ l('•snllm 
In their final tune-up before 
the beginning of the regular 
season, the Lynn University 
men's basketball team defeat-
ed NCAA division one foe 
Bethune-Cookman College 
73-67 in exhibition play. 
After consecutive baskets by man played hard down the 
Schur, the Knights spread stretch. 
their lead to nine at 22-13 on 
a Smith three-pointer. 
Bethune-Cookman would be-
gin to battle back on the free 
throw line, scoring four of 
their next six points from the 










to pull ahead 
63-56 with 
wore a belt to actually hold Colin 
your pants up? 






lard put some 
b reathing 
room between 
just over four minutes to play 
while the Wildcats found 
themselves on the friendly 
side on a pair of 'and-ones' 
to keep pace with the Blue 
and White. 
Today no woman wears a belt 
because she really needs her 
waist tighter; nowadays we 
wear belts to complete our 
outfit! Whether you choose 
to wear your belt below your 
hips, sitting on your waist, or 
even right below your chest, 
belts look good with, and on, 
just about everyone! 
What's best about belts are 
that they come in different 
colors, designs, and sizes 
(we're talking width here, la-
dies - not waist size!!!) With 
about a million different belts 
to choose from you can wear a 
different belt with almost any 
outfit. You can choose to wear 
a belt that matches your outfit 
to complete a theme or some-
thing completely different that 
makes its own statement! 
Now that it is getting a bit 
chillier out, many women are 
sponing a belt with a long 
sweater and a great pair ofleg-
gings or jeans. 
Others are wearing their belts 
just under their chest with ei-
ther a dressier shirt or even 
just an oxford. 
Some are simply just wear-
ing a black shirt and skirt and 
wearing the belt around their 
waste in a contrasting color. 
Whichever way you choose to 
wear your belt, don't be afraid to 
let your belt make a statement. It 
can honestly make or break your 
outfit, so if you have a fairly good 
eye for fashion and color then no 
matter what you pick I'm sure 
it's going to look great on you! 
So before you go out and "belt 
one back ... " complete your 
look by "belting one on!!!" 
He also went a perfect 9-for-
9 from the free throw line 
while adding a game-best 
six assists. 
Kris Kuhn led the Knights 
in rebounding with six off 
the bench while point guard 
Luke Postorino paced the 
Blue and White's defensive 
efforts with four steals. 
Schur and Jasper McDuffus 
each added a pair of blocks 
in the victory. 
Lynn had control of the game 
in the first half, jumping to 
an early 12-4 lead with a 
combination of a strong 
transition game and tena-
cious defense. 
The Knights held the Wildcats 
to just a pair of field goals in 
the opening six minutes, al-
lowing only the second bas-
ket in at the 14:4 7 mark. 
11---A_ ...._ .... th~ squads at 
Kuhn 29-21 while 
Cohn's only three of the half 
fell at the 3:08 mark to push 
the Knights advantage to 34-
24. 
Both teams would manage 
just one field goal down the 
stretch, the final by Kirk-
wood with I :50 remaining 
to allow the Knights to roll 
into the break with a 36-29 
lead. 
trad-
i111 points in 
back-and-
tbrtil begin-





of a 6-0 run capped by four 




wouldn "t take 
their first lead 
until just 2:32 
remained in the 
game. pushing 
ahead 64-63 
behind a 9-0 
run to spark a raucous crowd. 
Cohn would quiet things less 
than 30 seconds later with a 
big-time trifecta to force a 
Wildcat timeout before hit-
ting another huge trey with 
just over a minute to play to 
allow the Knights to hold off 
their hosts for the win. 
The Knights would respond DfiCWoad 
with a 7-2 run, including 
back-to-back baskets by 
Kirkwood with a momentum 
changing steal and lay-up on 
the second to retake the lead. 
The Knights 
kicks off the 
regular season 
next week-
end as they 




tian Brothers University and 
North Alabama on Nov. 15th 
and 17th respectively. 
Lynn's home opener will be 
Neither side was willing to Tuesday, Nov. 21st against 
concede anything, as both Puerto Rico-Cayey at the de 
Lynn and Bethune-Cook- Hoemle Center. 
Girls & Sports 
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein 
en ar 
n Campus Today 
Advising Week 
November 6th- I Oth 
Last day to remove an "'"grade 
from the Summer U term 
Last day to remove an "'"grade 
from the Summer U term 
Hillel Shabbat Dinner Date 
When: 6:00p.m 




Where: Student Center 
When: Wednesday, Nov 15th 
and Thursday, Nov 16th. 
Time: 8:00 p.m 
What: Come see the Lynn Dra-
ma Program's production ofPuz-
zle, a murder mystery detailing 
the events leading to the Death 
of Russian Revolutionary Leon 
Trotsky. This stylized production 
is an Academic Adventure Event 
and is free to all Students, Fac-
ulty, and Staff. Freslunan who at-
tend this production will receive 
one stamp for yoor Passport for 
Academic Adventure. 
Meet the Press! 
The 2006 iPulse Stoff 
Editors: 









Staff: Beatriz Lewis, Laura Vann, 
Alain Roche, DeShanna Minuro, 
Brian Fisch, Nicole Piccolo, Sa-
mantha Murphy, Whit Tower, Me-
gan McSw.:eney, Ra:hel Weiss, 
Kelsey Breining, Lia Jahnke, Ash-
ley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Chris-
tina Cutsinger, Ouis Dorsey. 
Faculty AdWor: Myles LOOwig. 
Question Of The Day 
How do you feel about Soddom Hussein being senlenred to deolh lor his rrimes against humanity? 
Reported By Laura Vann 
"He killed so many people. It's "It's a great thing. Kill him!" 
justice." 
"I think it's an easy way out for 
him considering he tortured so 
many people." 
Alex Schunk, Junior Mark Schencker, Junior Greg Gorman, Junior 
"I think he shoold be senreoced to "I think it's right. He deserves it "lmprisomnent is too good for 
death, butl'msurpriscdtheycrose for what he did to those people." him They should let him loose in 
to hang him" New York and see what happens." 
Rachel Morgan, Sophomore Chris Dillon, Freshman Tony Terranova, Junior 
One Person's Junk Becomes Another's Music 
Recycled Percussion Comes to Campus 
fl~· Laura Vann 
Don't make plans for Saturday evening because 
at 7 p.m. on Nov. II in the gym, Recycled Percus-
sion, a group of four New Hampshire musicians, 
will make music from trash during a free show 
sponsored by the Office of Student Involvement. 
"Recycled Percussion defines a group that 
builds instruments out of junk and makes mu-
sic that leaves you thoroughly funked," said Ali 
Karbassi of Daily Pioneer News. 
The group, com-
prised of three 
drummers and 
a OJ, is on their 
national "Rock 
Your Junk Tour." 
Using instru-
ments such as re-
cycled trash cans, ladders, buckets and even the 
kitchen sink (literally), Recycled Percussion's 
show is a high-energy mix of African, Latin and 
American rock and hip hop rhythms. 
They brought the 
terms "Power-Per-
cussion" and "Junk 
Rock" from under-
ground to mainstream 
music.None of the 
drummers' kits in-
clude a traditional drum; rather they are com-
posed of plastic buckets and other items that 
most people consider trash. 
"Remarkable hard-rock drumming led by the 
world's 'fastest extreme drummer' Justin Spen-
cer, and intoxicating hip-hop funk grooves spun 
by turntablist 'OJ Pharaoh' create music that 
is sophisticated and technical in construction, 
mesmerizing in execution, and a fist-pumping 
thrill to experience." 
The buzz about Recycled Percussion is already 
making waves across campus. The student cen-
ter is appropriately accessorized with duct tape 
and each day this week students have been hu-
man advertisements, duct taping themselves to 
chairs and trees spreading the word. 
Samantha Murphy, a soph-
omore from Chicago, said, 
"I can't wait for the show! 
I've never seen them live, 
but I've listened to their 
music. It's kind of like 
Stomp and the Blue Man 
Group. I hear they are re-
ally entertaining." Recycled Percussion has 
performed at New England Patriots' half-time 
shows and opened for L.L. Cool J., in addition 
to performing with rock acts 311 and Gods-
mack. 
For more information, pictures, video and au-
dio clips visit Recycled Percussion's website at 
"http://www.recycledpercussion.com" or visit 
their My Space page at "http://www.myspace. 
cornlrecycledrocks." Don't miss thisjaw-<irop-
ping show because Recycled Percussion will 
awe the audience with their performance on 
e Real Magic Mirror 
New Tourh Screen Mirror by Phillips 
By Whtt Tower 
Mirror Mirror on the wall, who is 
the smartest of them all? "Please 
just take a seat for I tear you will 
take a great filii, for I am the smart-
est of them all!" 
Lame attempt at poetry; pos-
sibly but the newly designed 
Touch screen mirror which Phil-
ips amazingly brought to life is 
indeed beyond just looking at a 




dered the VHS 
and brought to 
life the DVD 
has once again 
changed the way we live our 
everyday lives, while incorpo-
rating the newest technological 
advances. 
Philips now takes our ordinary 
mirror which is a basic necessity 
to everyday life, and incorporates 
our more 21st century needs for 
an all in one magic mirror. 
The "new" will feature a com-
plete surface touchscreen which 
does more than just replace the 
"post-its." The idea is simple, a 
basic way to communicate with 
fiunily or friends not only through 
writing notes in the form of text 
,but also picture and video clip. 
Titere 's no way of escaping, no 
more excuses, imagine posting 
a video reminder via yoor cell 
phone to instantly be posted on 
your hall way mirror for whom-
ever it might be for. 
And talk about easy to use, this 
mirror is so simple by means 
of communication it could eas-
ily replace even your great great 
grandmothers. 
A simple but genius platform al-
lows yw to store digital pictures of 
whJmever yw choose, where just 
a touch instantly illuminates the 
digital face of the mirror for an im-
mediate view of all your contacts. 
Furthermore, this magic little mir-
ror also was made with the ability 
to receive and display both SMS 
and MMS messages tmnslucently 
acro;s, which can be activated both 
by proximity to the mirror and by 
immediate delivery. 
So mirror mirror on the wall, yw 
are indeed the snmtest of them all 
nst an y 
N~m wmh Paxlylo lfrt 1he tic 
By Chris Dorsey 
Here is a piece of wrist candy 
for anyone who likes the finer, 
but stranger, things in life. 
If you are one of the few peo-
ple who don't love to pull out 
your phone to check the time, 
then Avant-Grande Mecha has 
a watch for you. 
The Gauge Mecha I BMF 
watch from Avant-Garde Me-
cha, claims it is the worlds first 
concept watch, which is very 
good looking but weird. 
This strange and large watch 
looks like something straight 
out of a science fiction movie 
from the 1950s. 
It has a vertical minute meter 
instead of a minute hand that 
can be somewhat of a small 
and hard-to-read hour hand. 
It also has a small window to 
show a 24-hour dial. 
The face is made from stain-
less steel and glass, and is not 
your typical round shape; it's 
more of a rectangle. 
The watch is available with 
two options. You can get a 24 
mm genuine leather homback 
croco strap, or a water resis-
tant BOND style wrist band. 
The cost of this strange watch is 
just about $2,500, depending on 
where you get your information. 
The company has not yet set a 
date for production but hope is 
not lost. 
If you would like to have more 
information on the watch you can 
go to their web site at: http://www. 
azimuthwatch.comlmain.asp 
xp onng osp1t Ity 
hat You Need to Know About the Major 
B EncWeiss 
When you think of hospitality for making friends with other 
the state of Florida comes to srudents who have the same 









-~~--• tries, down 
for vacation. 
This means the resorts and 
hotels in the area are bustling 
with guests for many weeks 
during the winter season. 
Lynn University has a lot to of-
fer when it comes to srudents 
studying the field of Hospital-
ity management. 
A senior at Lynn in the hospi-
tality college agrees, ''There a 
lot of classes to choose from 
and the teachers are knowl-
edgeable preparing me for my 
future". 
The college of hospitality 
management provides srudents 
with the capability to go very 
far in the state of Florida. 
This unique college offers a 
variety of specializations in 
hospitality administration, ful-
filling all srudents' capabili-
ties. 
Hospitality as a major has 
grown a lot at Lynn. 
The Bachelors of Science in 
Hospitality Administration 
(BSHM) degree is offered in 
the day division only. 
To receive this degree a stu-
dent must complete and fulfill 
a list of core and program re-
quirements by the university. 
After completing this program 
you will receive a BSHM de-
gree that will provide a student 
the awareness, understanding, 
and confidence to practice the 
amazing skill of hospitality. 
The university states that, 
"This provides quality hospi-
tality management services in 
an ethical, competent, equal-
ity-focused and cost-effective 
manner". 
Laurel, a hospitality senior 
who is graduating in Decem-
ber, feels "Hospitality at Lynn 
has a great foundational pro-
gram that has given me a good 
idea of what I should expect in 
the industry and my future". 
This college is especially in-
teresting because it is very 
hands on and teaches the real 
life skills that other majors 
don't offer. 
The college ofhospitality man-
agement is a very popular ma-
jor here at Lynn and is a reason 
many students attend college 
in Florida, and at Lynn. 
olleyball Earns SSC Honors 
itherspoon and Bedner Win AMJrd 
By Jeffre Mesman 
Two Lynn University voUeyball 
players earned All-Sunshine 
State Conference honors for the 
2006 season, as announced by 
the conference office Thursday. 
Senior outside hitter Larissa With-
erspoon garnered Second-Team 
accolades while redshirt freshman 
setter Megan Bedner was selected 
to the AU-Freshman Team 
"Larissa and Megan definitely 
deserved this recognition after 
the season they put together," 
Fighting Knights head coach 
career kill against Rollins 
College before recording her 
I ,OOOth career dig against 
Florida Gulf Coast. 
She became just the third play-
er to reach I ,000 kills and the 
second to 1,000 digs for the 
Blue and White. 
Bedner becomes the second 
straight Knight to pick up 
All-Freshman honors. She 
amassed 1,213 assists on the 
year, narrowly missing the 
single season mark by 50. 
A local product out of Del-
ray Beach, 
Fla., Bedner 
Lynze Roos said. Bedner 
became just 
the fourth LU 
player to reach 
I ,000 assists in 
a season and 
the fifth to do 
it in a career. 
"It's also shows the hard work With three seasons of eligibil-
they and their teammates put ity remaining, she is on pace to 
forth in this record setting year." shatter the career record which 
now stands at 2, 113. 
Witherspoon 
firmly im- The Fighting Knights posted 
printed herself one of the best seasons in pro-
into the Lynn gram history in 2006. 
record books 
this Lynn saw just their second win-
ning season ever, going 15-13 with 
a school best 8-8 in sse play. 
The eight conference wins is the 
The Ormond Beach, Fla., na- best ever for the Knights, top-
rive picked up her l,OOOth ping the previous mark of five. 
The college offers many excit-
ing internship for students, so 
they can scope out where they 
belong in this widely growing 
field. 
Girls & Sports 
It has also began the creation 
of the Hospitality club, which 
offers srudents to go on trips to 
see what people in the field do 
for work. 
This allows students to gain 
hands-on experience, as well 
as providing an opportunity 
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein 
Calendar 
On Campus Todoy 
SAIL Workshop, "Lead-
enhlp and Team 
Bulldin&"Dress for Success 
(Suit Yourself) 
Contad: John Valentine 
Phone: 561-237-7152 
Email: jvalentine@lynn.edu 
What: This hands-on session 
will focus on sending e-mails, 
using the distribution list, 
moving e-mails into folders, 
retrieving deleted e-mails, and 
general Outlook maintenance. 
Introduction to Outlook 
Who: Faculty and staff inter-
ested in learning the funda-
mentals of Outlook. 
When: 12:00 pm ·2:00pm or 
6:30 pm - 8:00 pm 
Resume Makeover 
Where: Trinity Hal 
When: 3:00pm-4:00pm 
Why: Attend this workshop 
to assess your qualifications, 
skills and accomplishments 
for employment purposes. 
IdentifY appropriate resume 
and cover letter styles and for-
mats to market your qualifica-
tions to the needs of the em-
ployer. After completing this 
workshop, you will be able to 
design a resume and cover let-
ter that are visually pleasing as 
well as representative of your 
skills and achievements. At-
tendence is required for sched-
t I ' ng on cam us interviews . 
Meet the Press! 
I 
The 2006 iPulse Stoff 
Edlton: 









Staff: Beaniz Lewis, Laura Vann, 
Alain RDclx:, DeShanna Minuto, 
Brian F~ Nicole Pi<xolo, S... 
l1llll1lha Murphy, Whit Tower, Me-
gan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, 
Kelsey Breining, Lia Jahnke, Ash-
ley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Chris-
tina CU!singer, Chris I:lc=y. 
FIICUI!y Ad>Blr: Myles Ludwig. 
Gift Ideas To Help You Shop For The Holidays 
Strall!Je but (oolldeos for Holiday Gifts this Season 
y Chns Uo~.:y 
If you are looking for some cool, 
but strange, gift ideas for the up 
and coming Holiday season then 
here are some ideas. 
The iCarta Bath Tissue Holder 
and Stereo Dock for iPod, by At· 
The iCarta Bath tissue is a toilet 
paper holder oomplete to ookl 
your !pod. This way, yoo will 
never be lonely in the bathroom 
again. The iCarta is great for play-
ing music while yoo'~ in the 
shower, or fur any other oocasion. 
You can find this item in SIOreS or 
online a! www.gijls.com. 
If that doesn't tickle your fan-
cy, or you want something for 
the girl in your life, try going 
to www.spafinder.com. 
a finder 
This website offer paCkages l"llllg-
ing from $50 to $1000, so it's 
ve.y easy to find something fi:>r 
whatever your budget may be. 
The site even has different gift 
boxes available with chooolatcs 
that they will send to that special 
someone, even if it's your mom. 
hotel room inspector. 
If yoo have ever seen Room !Uid-
ers or CSI, yoo have seen them 
using a pooable hand held light 
to detect bodily ftuKis. Just simply 
nm the light over anylhing yoo 
suspect to be dirty and yoo will be 
able to see wha!'s on them 
Now yoo can log onto www. 
findgift.com, to order the item for 
yotnelf; or give it as a gift. This 
portable and compact ultrn violet 
light will tell yoo a lot about the 
hotel you ~ slaying in while yoo 
visit your aunt Sue this winter. 
. fJ~.CAJ/111; 
If you want to find cooler gift 
Last but not least, for the neat ideas log onto the Internet; you 
freak in the family there is the never know what you will find. 
he First Speaker of the Dively Lecture Seriesc 
he Rood to Innovation 
y Samantha Murph~ 
Here at Lynn, various guest speakers often pres-
ent us with the opportunity to go to informative 
and inspirational lectures. 
This year, a series of speakers have been lined 
up, in what is being called "The Dively Frontiers 
in Globalization Luncheon Lecture Series.~ 
The three chosen speakers are innovator Tom 
Kelley, CNN's Soledad O' Brien, and advisor 
David Gergen. All of them have interesting sto-
ries to tell, long lists of accomplishments, and 
have been given the chance to speak: at Lynn. 
So far, one of them has spoken. 
Tom Kelley spoke this week, giving a lecture 
that was inspirational to all. He is famous for his 
book, "The Ten Faces of Innovation," among 
many other things. 
The ten faces can be defined as "roles that peo-
ple can play in an organization to foster innova-
tion and new ideas while offering an effective 
counter to naysayers. 
to attend the luncheon, you're probably won-
dering what they mean. 
"The Anthropologist," is never standing still. 
It is always adventuring out into the world 10 
see how people interact with services, products, 
experiences, and others to brainstorm new in-
novations. 
They tend to see things differently than oth· 
ers, and can son through situations in a new 
light. Next is "The Cross-Pollinator." This face 
makes connections and associations between 
unrelated ideas and brings it to the surface. This 
kind of innovator is often open-minded and has 
a tendency to think in metaphors. 
Lastly is "The Hurdler." This person is known 
for tackling problems that haven't been solved 
before. This person isn't ag~ssive when solv-
ing the problem, yet takes it nice and easy, with 
plenty of determination. 
The goal is to take prob-
lems and ~olve them 
successfully. The other 
steps are similar to the 
Pollinator and Hurdler, 
in that they a~ all dif-
ferent ways that people 
innovate. There is a face 
for eve.yone! Tom Kelley 
himself is a ~at in nova-
Kelley tor, and has become very 
successful through his books, lectures, and just 
about everything in between. 
The three most popular faces of innovation, are So be SUie to pick up a copy of his book. Doo't fi:>lget 
"The Anthropologist," "The Cross-Pollinator," to get your tickets in advlll1ce fortheothergreaispeak-
and "The Hurdler." If you did not have a ticket ers thai~ headed to Lynn in the coming months. 
SMARTboard 
New Te,hnology at Lynn 
By Lia Jahnke 
This past summer brought 
some changes to the class-
rooms at Lynn. Have you no-
ticed the new technology that 
your professor has been us-
ing? One of the additions to 
many of the classrooms is the 
SMARTboard, an interactive 
whitehoard . 
The SMARTboard is the latest 
technology offered to schools 
across the country that in-
creases interactivity, collabo-
ration, and multimedia capa-
bilities. Professors are now 
able to share and interact with 
software, web resources, and 
documents during class. The 
board can even record notes, 
pause them, and then play 
them back. 
SMARTboard works by con-
necting to a computer and 
digital projector to display 
and record information. This 
is not all the board has to of-
fer. The technology can work 
with many accessories, which 
create endless possibilities of 
use. 
Lynn has added SMARTboards 
to classrooms in Riner, AS-
SAF, the ~en center, and the 
library. With the interactive 
whiteboard, students can re-
ceive much more information 
and have a better understanding 
of it It can even make learning 
more fun and enjoyable. 
SMARTboard is the latest in 
technology, and all the stu-
dents that have access to it 
are very fonunate. Students 
at Lynn have a great advan-
tage by already being ex-
posed to technology of this 
level. Many colleges are still 
without SMARTboard so 
the students do not have the 
same opportunities as we do 







By Nicole Piccolo 
On June 4th 1975 Angelina Jolie 
Voight was born in Los Angeles. 
Her name meant Pretty Little 
Angel. 
Her parents, Jon Voight and 
Marcheline Berttrand, were both 
actors. 
By the age of two her parents had 
split and Angelina, along with 
her brother James, had moved to 
the East Coast with their mother 
to the Palisades, New York. 
ears ar 
ideo Game Review 
y Chris Dorsey 
Angelina grew up a happy kid 
who loved to play dress up, col-
lect lizards and snakes, and en-
joyed performirig and making 
people laugh. 
If you have an Xbox 360 
and you love to play shooter 
games, then Gears of War is 
the game for you. 
Bythe~ru5shehad~ 
had a part in a fihn her father had 
starred 111. '1..ookin '10 Gr:t Out'', 
Ulr:.. 
Attheageofll the family moved 
back to LA She had enrolled in 
Lee Strasberg Theater Institute 
where she trained in acting for 
two years. Eventually dropping 
out, Angelina went through a 
slage of depression. 
She rebelled by moving into an 
existence of fast living with her 
punk boyfriend. 
By 16 the relationship ended 
and she moved back in with her 
mother and went back to theater. 
She finally landed a career in 
modeling and appeared in some 
music videos. 
Microsoft and Epic Gaming 
have teamed up to create this 
wicked fast-paced team effort 
game that is a mix of Half-life, 
Halo, and Call of Duty. 
The graphics in the game have 
been described as amazing and 
very realistic, giving you a tolally 
involved feeling while you play. 
As GameS pot editors' reviewer, 
Jeff Gersttnann, explains, "In 
Gears of War, a slab of concrete 
is your best friend ... because if 
you aren't hiding behind some-
thing in Gears of War, you 
might as well be dead." 
The game is about the struggle 
of mankind against a horrible 
plague of underground crea-
tures, hell-bent on killing ev-
erything in site. 
Since the game has been so 
long awaited, you may have 
trouble getting your hands on 
one. This is due to the fact that 
most people have already re-
served a copy. 
The game is available in a col-
lector's edition or a regular edi-
tion. The difference between 
the two is that the collector's 
edition comes in a metal case 
In 1993 her movie career really with a collectible art book. 
began, landing a part in ''Cy-
borg2." 
From then 
on the roles 
If you are interested in the 
game, the Internet is riddled 
with sites and reviews on it. 
Gears of War even has an inter-
kept com- active Website. So go to your 
ing. Her local Gamestop and try it out 





lives in L.A with her three chil-
dren and Brad Pitt. 
GEARS, 
or-
Men's Basketball to Open 2006-07 Season 
ough Rood Swing Ahead 
y Jeffiey Mesman 
After countless hours of prac-
tice, preparation, and antici-
pation, the Lynn University 
men's basketball finally opens 
the 2006-07 season with a chal-
lenging road trip this week. 
The Knights 
travel to take 
on Christian shine State Conference)." Rollins College. 
Brothers 
University in 





bama on Friday. 
Back for the North Alabama, on the other 
Blue and hand, is a run and gun offense 
White are that will try to score I 00 points 
seniors Dar- every game. 
nell Kirk-
wood, Jasper The Lions earned a regional bid 
McDuffus, last season with an 18-ll record. 
and Andrew 
"Overall, this trip will be dif- Smith along "Both these teams should be 
ficult," Head Coach Scott Me- MIDIIJIIIU with juniors great tests for us defensively," 
Millin said. Evan Cohn and Hans Schur. McMillin said. 
"But we 
scheduled 







the road, will 
show oor guys where we are and 
help us find an idenlity as a team." 
The Knights are coming off a 
73-67 victory against division 
one foe Bethune-Cookman in 
an exhibition game last week. 
Lynn prevailed in a hostile en-
vironment on the road, adding 
important game experience to a 
young Knights squad that returns 
just five players and one full-time 
slarter from a year ago. 
"It's been all planned out," 
said McMillin. "If we play 
these tough games on the road 
in the non-conference season, 
it'll go a long way to helping 
us win on the road in-confer-
ence, which is essential to go 
anywhere in the SSC [Sun-
All five returners logged quali-
ty minutes against the Wildcats 
as Cohn, Schur, and Smith all 









a D-I transfer 





fully it will instill some confi-
dence in our new guys and give 
them an idea of what they'll be 
up against in the future." 
Lynn returns home after this road 
The Buccaneers play a slow- irektohosteightoftheirnextnine 
down, half-court, Princeton- games at the de Hoemle Center. 
style offense that is similar to The Knights travel to Florida Gulf 
that of several SSC opponents, Coast on Nov. 30, their only away 
including defending champions game until the new yew: 
Girls & Sports 
A Comic By Justin Boros and Andrew Feinstein 
0 
en ar 
n Campus Today 
My Space/F acebook: How They 
Can Hurt Your Job Sean:h! 
When: 11 :00 a.m - 12:00 p.m 
Where: Trinity Hall 
What: Learn the pitfalls of social 
blogs and how to prevent your 
page from damaging your job 
search. Hear the latest on protect-
ing your reputation on-line when 
employers review your page. 




When: 12:00 p.m - 2:00p.m 
Who: Faculty and staff inter-
estl:d in concentrating on higher 
level Outlook functions. 
What: Thissessimwill OOI1CCilii* 
00 highrr-leYel Ol*dc fin:ticm 
Student l..eadenhlp Certiflcadon 
Prognm 
When: 6:00p.m- 12:00 am or 
6:30p.m-8:00p.m 
Where: Trinity Hall 
What: Makirt!CooncctiJm (Qm. 
rnmity Service). 
Students will be given a com-
bination of educational semi-
nars and experiential activities 
to promote student engage-
ment, develop ethicalleadetship 
skills, professional knowledge 
and success. Maximize your po-
tential as a student leader. 
Contact: Joanne Drew 
Phone: 561-237-7286 
EmaU: jdmv@lynn.eru 
Meet the Press! 
The 2006 iPulse Stoff 
Edit on: 









Staff: Bealriz Lewis, Laura \\mn, 
Alain Roche, DeShanna Miruto, 
Brian Fisch, N"toole Piccolo, Sa-
man!ha Murphy, Whit Tower,~ 
gan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, 
Kelsey Breining, Lia Jahnke. Ash-
ley Dlrkrey, Vanessa Ott, alris-
tina Cutsinger, Ouis Dorsey. 
Faaalty Adn.or: Myles Ludwig. 
Bionic Dolphin Making Big Waves 
Creatures Being Replicated as Vehicles Ia Fly Underwater 
By Eric Weiss 
Living in Florida, dolphins ~ hicle to travel at speeds up to 
resent our sports team, and are 55 mph on the waters surface. 
creatures that inhabit our waters. 
need to go traveling by water. 
However, in the need of a res-
cue vehicle to escape the next 
big hurricane, the dolphin can 
be at your rescue. Now, these =atures are being 
replicated asvehicles used to 
"fly" underwater, or just travel 
on the waters surface. 
The creator of this invention, 
Thomas Rowe, has been work-
ing on the "bionic dolphin" 
since 1988. He hopes this will 
be used in the future as a res-
cue apparatus for people stuck 
in harsh waters. 
Due to the intense speed, a 
seat belt, much like found in a 
race car, was installed for pas-
sengers to wear. Rowe said, 
'"There's going to be a lot of 
utility found in this besides 
having a good time." 
The vehicle can withstand 
winds up to 200mph, and ex-
tremely horrid conditions. 
Since this is a new product, it 
is awaiting approval in order 
to be put on the consumers 
market. 
When the dolphin does become 
available, it is going to be very 
costly, around $300,000. Rowe 
hopes for lower costs such as 
$120,000 for a two-seater. 
With gas prices on the rise, lei-
surely activities such as going 
boating can get expensive. This 
new aquatic dolphin can travel 
about 300 miles without need-
ing to be refueled. A corvette 
engine is used allowing the ve-
TDM:Iing .mnl ~ cwniiy, n:ai>-
Some see the dolphin as a ingtMI!Iylhreestm,~wiDm 
water taxi to get to, and from give~ oo his <kant ~ expedS 
islands, or wherever you may ~001Jt<in1Dbeinn:sa1Sin2007. 
Dangerous Way To Cure Acne 
Dangerous Side Effects Caused by Accutane 
Kelse Breinm 
Ever thought you had it bad by having a few 
pimples on your face? Let's face it, who hasn' t 
woken up to find a pimple that feels like a golf 
ball on the center of their forehead? 
It can ruin your whole day, for people suffering 
with nodular acne, a very severe acne, that is an 
everyday occurrence. This type of acne can lit-
erally be the size of small erasers all over your 
face; pimples that are so hard to treat, not even 
antibiotics could help them. 
,00 Years ago if you suffered 
~ ~~ from nodular acne doctors 
~~~-  would have prescribed Ac-
'~-.:;----..::::_ cutane. When patients first 
~ • started takingAccutane, their 
~'.!. ' -·..,7 acneclearedupinjustafew 
( ~ months; patients started to 
feel more self<onlident and 
their self~teem greatly improved. However, 
what they did not realize was the serious side 
effects that occurred while on this medication. 
Hundreds of patients checked into hospitals 
complaining of depression, some even leading 
to attempted suicide. 
What was so ironic about this situation was that 
when the patient's acne finally cleared up, they 
should have been feeling better about them-
selves - not worse! 
Fortunately, Accutane was only prescribed to peo-
ple with the most severe types of acne. Addition-
ally, women were strongly advised not to take this 
drug if pregnant, or if trYing to get pregnant. 
This was due to evidence that accutane can 
cause severe birth defects among patients. It 
was also reportl:d that women were more likely 
to get pregnant while on this drug, and were ad-
vised to use two other forms of birth control if 
sexually active. Other side effects included, po-
tential problems affecting a number of organs 
including the liver, intestines, eyes, ears, and 
skeletal system. 
The FDA (Federal Drug Administration) fi-
nally re-reviewed Accutane and limited its use 
to people with severe acne, and only for short 
periods of time. 
CAUSES BIRTH After hearing all these terrible 
DEFECTS side effects and stories, you 
have to wonder who would be 
willing to put their life at risk 
just to get rid of their acne. 
Society knows the importance 
~;~~_!",! of self-e;teern and the effect 
appearance has on self..:on-
fidence, but at what point do you say enough is 
enough? 
Maybe a better solution to this form of acne 
would be a combination of one of the other pre-
scriptions on the market, and some psychologi-
cal counseling to remind the patient that true 
beauty comes from within. 
! WAANING 10 FQ!Alf IWifNTS 
.., ~l,t\t MAY CNJSE. SFII:RE BIRTH DEF£Cr$, 
i r r J 
~ i 1· · ~ ~i 
t . ' . ' ~ !it 
·~~.=.~~-·~IU . . . . . ,,. 
Shows Preview 
hat's New an TV this Month? 
By Samantha Murphy 
As some of you may know, No-
vember is sweeps month for all 
the TV networks. 
They pull out the super-intense 
episodes of their most popular 
shows, put the shows on hiatus 
until February, and plug in new 
shows to take over until the reg-
ulars come hack on. 
The networks test oot shows, look 
at the~ aOO either keep tb:m 
<rtoss tb:m 001. Some sOOw5 have 
already been aim! aOO thrown oot, 
lOr example, FOX's ''The Rich 
u.t" aOO "Happy lku'', wro's 
rating were m Sllbstmltial eoough 
to keep tb:m on. 
However, there is hope f<r some 
other shows. ABC will be airing 
its newest addition, "Day Break" 
on November 15. It seems prom-
ising, with Taye Diggs as its main 
cast member. 
Detective Brett Hopper (Diggs) 
has a terrible day. He's been ac-
cused of shooting state attorney 
Albertu Garza He'll go to court 
and offer a solid alib~ but no-
body belives him. After some 
heavy thinking, he realizes he's 
been framed, so he tries to run. 
The twist: when he wakes up, it's 
the same day again. Each day he 
lries to do something differently, 
to make the situation right, and 
to find out who's framing him. 
You're probably thinking, how 
does he do that? 
Well, luckily for Hopper, he re-
members everything he did the 
day before that was unsuccessful, 
so he'D never repeal his mistakes. 
This is an action packed show, and 
it airs today on ABC at 9pm. ABC 
seems to be the leading networlc in 
swo:qlS this month; they've got a 
whole new slew of shows coming 
soon: "Big Day," ' 'The Knights of 
Prosperity," and more. 
So be sure to tune into your fa-
vorite networks over the new 
few weeks to watch the pre-
mieres of some potentially great 
new shows! 
... 
Langerado Music Festival 
Largest Music Festival of South Florida 
By Brian Fisch 
I know it's too early to start pre-
paring for it, but that docsn 't 
mean I can't get excited about 
the announcement of South Flor-
ida's largest music festival. 
On November 15th this year's 
line up will be revealed and 
shortly there after on November 
18th tickets for the festival will 
goon sale. 
Like always Langerado just hap-
pens to be at the end of our spring 
break March 9th throogh March 
11th just giving all us students 
enough time to get back down 
to Florida for a great way to end 
spring break. 
This wiD be my third Langerado 
Festival and each year they seem 
to get better and better. 
The first Langerado was held 
at Ft Lauderdale Stadium with 
3,500 in attendance. 
name a few of the bands to play. 
In 2005, my first Langerado, 
they went aU out headlining The 
String Cheese Incident (SCI), for 
twonights. SCiisoneoftheweU 
known jam bands out there. But 
not only was the music upgraded 
the whole venue was upgraded 
asweU. 
Moving to Markham Park in 
Sunrise gave the festival what it 
needed, nice big open spaces, and 
thn:e stages fur bands and fims to 
spread out and have some fun. 
With over I 0,000 people show-
ing up they knew they had some-
thing good going. 
Last year with over 12,000 peo-
ple andover 30 bands, Langerado 
had some of the top musicians in 
the business at its largest venue 
5 staged party. I can't wait to see 
what happens this year. 
The headliners were Moe., Today the music lineup will be 
Medeski Martin and Wood, and revealed, so go to langerado.com 
G. Love and Special Sauce to and check it out! 
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CD Review 
My Chemi(al Roman(e 
By Beatriz Lewis 
My Chemical Romance re-
leased their third albwn "The 
Black Parade" on Oct. 24. It 
debuted at No. 2 on Billboard. 
The band has sold 240,000 
CDs; 6 times more albums then 
their last album. 
AaxldR!gtominlaviewwithMIY, 
1h: narre ''Ire Black Parade" 'Mil 
dn!enruetoabeliefthatdeatham:s 
to iDiiviilals,.; dEir nu;t powaful 
mo:m:xy. ''Ire ahm is a oelebatioo 
ofklve ani death ani darkness'', said 
Pttxlucc" ROO Cawlh 
''Ire Black Parade" is an epic, tre-
atrical, <nhestral, big record that is 
also a concept alb.nn," lion! man 
Gerard Way said of the JXoject 
during a recent press conference. 
''It hm a very set stay, lu m you 
1isll:n, the layer.; of that stay peel 
ftWay. What you're left with at the 
end is a stay about nn1ality." 
The albwn has 12 different trncks 
and each track teUs a story about 
a dubbed character, '"The Pa-
tienf', with songs such as, '"The 
End'', "Mama" and "Dead". 
One of the most heard songs 
from this album is "Welcome 
to the Black Parade" and it took 
the band three years to actually 
produce because they were 
caught up with other work. The 
song talks about death and how 
people get better and carry on. 
My Chemical Romance has 
some pretty scary, melancholy 
stuff, but it's something the lis-
teners can relate to. 
K-Fed Up! 
Britney Spears and Kevin Federline File for Divor(e 
B Ashlc Duckre 
This week has been an all 
together disaster for Mr. 
Britney Spears a.k.a. Kevin 
Federline. 
Not only did his debut CD 
"Playing with Fire" come in 
at a dismal #151 on the Bill-
board Charts selling only 
6,000 copies, but he was also 
served with divorce papers. 
K-Fed's meal ticket misses 
filed the papers on Tuesday 
citing the all too common ir-
reconcilable differences. 
The papers also stated that 
Spears will fight for full 
custody of the couple's two 
children. 
According to entertainment 
website TMZ sources say 
hotshot divorce lawyer Lau-
ra Wasser drafted an air-tight 
prenuptial agreement before 
the couple married. 
Federline 's only chance of cash-
ing in is by mounting an ugly 
custody fight, trying to force a 
more lucrative settlement. 
Just as the gossip columns pre-
dicted Federline indeed filed his 
own set of papers in court stating 
that he would seek full custody 
of the couple's two children, 
and would only allow visitation 
rights to his soon to be ex-wife. 
The documents also said that 
he's looking to get full spou-
sal support from 
Federtlne 
With all the drama that is sur-
rounding the couple, Britney 
seems to be somewhat unaf-
fected and rather joyous at 
the present time. 
The paparazzi snapped 
Spears looking happy and 
thin over the weekend as she 
joined friends for dinner in 
New York City. 
US Weekly reported Spears has 
lost aU of her baby weight, and is 
now on a strict work out regimen 
to get her pre-baby body back. 
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On Campus Today 
Job Search Skills 
When: IO:OOam-ll:OOam 
Where: Trinity Hall 
Wlllll: A ~ jOO search relies 
<II 111111)' di1i:Rn slrM:girs. Alknl 
lhio;~toamfY~ 
ties in the urpillislJ:d on! (Ullm:d 
jOO~ard OOwkl~"high 
pc:n:lC111Dge" jOO search to:hniqJcs to 
p!Xb;:ean~pB!toSIXX:5-
fully OOiqldl! in the jOO mada:t. 




What: Jon Robel1son, dean of the 
Conservatory of Music, presents 
the Dean's s~- an exposi-
tion of various delightful solo and 
chamber worics performed exclu-







How to Toke on Ideo 
From (oJl(ept to Reality 
Spring Semester 
Instructor Myles Ludwig 
Meet the Press! 
The .2006. iPulse Staff 
Edlton: 




Jade Bercz and Stephanie Baker. 
Circulation Director: 
Eric Weiss 
Advert bin& Director: 
Shira Grauman 
Staff: Beatriz Lewis, lJrura \linn, 
Alain Roche, DeShanna Minuto, 
Brian Fisch, N"tCOle Pia:olo, Sa-
manthaMwphy, Whit Tower, Me-
gan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, 
Kelg:y Breining, Lia Jahnlce, Ash-
ley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, ~ 
tina CUisinger, Ouis Dooey. 
Facully Advitor: Myles Llxlwig. 
Success Story 
Former Tennis Player Su((essful After Graduating Lynn 
B} Chris Childers 
Since the of the Sunshine State Confer-
age of two, ence. 
Jan has ex-
celled at Jan helped the team reach the 
sports. As finals in the national champi-
a child in onship and he and his partner 
a.ll! a swim-
- mer and 
later took up an interest in ten-
nis. 
Jan found that he was a natural 
with a tennis racquet. And it 
has been his calling card ever 
since. 
But he now has a great career 
opportunity as a result of the 
combination of his sport and 
his business acumen. 
Since the age of I 5, Jan knew 
he wanted a career in the busi-
ness world. 
He was successful in passing 
rigorous tests for a specialized 
high school program in the 
Czech Republic at the Busi-
ness Academy in Bmo and 
later at the University of Eco-
nomics in Prague. 
He gained business experi-
ence working in sales with 
two companies in the Czech 
Republic and then had an op-
portunity to come to the US to 
teach tennis. 
Jan's prowess in tennis enabled 
him to get a position during the 
summers as an Assistant Pro at 
a private club, where he taught 
tennis to the rich and famous 
in Southampton, NY. 
He later served as a market-
ing assistant intern at the same 
tennis center. 
Later, Jan was n:cruited by Lyrm 
tennis coach Mike Perez to join 
the men's team here with a full 
scholarship to pursue a bache-
lor's degree in business. 
Another team member from the 
Czech Republic had urged Per-
ez to consider recruiting Jan be-
cause she knew of his abilities. 
At Lyrm, Jan was selected as 
the MVP (Most Valuable Play- . 
er) on the Men's Tennis Team 
in 2004, and several times he 
was named for the first team 
were the #I doubles team in 
the nation. 
In planning for his career in 
business, Jan came to the Ca-
reer Center to get contacts 
for possible internships in the 
field of financial advising, and 
he met with three local compa-
nies. 
He settled on an internship 
with Merrill Lynch, and com-
pleted a very successful se-
mester with them last year. 
Jan's internship was so suc-
cessful that he got a full-time 
job offer as Financial Advisor 
in the Global Private Client 
Department at Merrill Lynch 
to start once he graduates with 
his MBA in May, 2007. 
Furthermore, he is an interna-
tional student and at the com-
pany it was not usual to spon-
sor such students for jobs. 
But they were so impressed 
with Jan that they decided to 
offer him sponsorship for his 
work visa. 
The possibilities are endless 
for students who pursue their 
dream and work hard. 
The Career Center is available 
to assist those who are looking 
for help with developing their 
career plan including work-




By Kcb•"Y llremm!! 
Are you •lr..id to get a tattoo, 






at Lynn are 
!d Hardy Hot rocking to 
fashions latest addiction: Ed 
Hardy. 
The designer 'Ed Hardy' (a 
tattoo artist) came up with 
the clever idea of putting his 
tattoo designs onto hats and 
then eventually clothing. 
With his wide variety of de-
signs he has made himself 
one ofthe top fashion design-
ers for both men and women. 
We all saw the whole Ed 
Hardy 'trucker' hat play a 
huge role in both men and 
women's fashion; but now 
men everywhere are wearing 
utrucker" t-shirts. 
What makes these shirts so 
appealing is not only their 
interesting designs but their 
use of color and rhinestones 
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Student Profile 
lexondro Schunk 
fl} Alain Roche 
Alexandra 










Management at Lyrm and is a 
member of the tennis team. 
Schunk went to North Central 
Texas College for her freshman 
year, but didn't want to stay 
there and then decided to trans-
fer to Lynn. 
After placing second in singles 
at the NJCAA National Tourna-
ment, she received All-America 
honors. 
Shcunk has been at Lyrm for 
two yean now and feels that the 
uathletics here at Lyrm ale great, 
especially the people who work 
at the athletics department" 
"They do a really amazing job. 
They care about the athletes and 
try everything to make them 
perform at their best" 
Shcunk has been playing tennis 
for fourteen years and she has 
experienced some challenges. 
ing these She has faced these challenges 
shirts, not by learning to develop her own 
just to personality and handle different 
lunch or situations and opponents. 
for shop-
Ed Hardy Shirt ping but "You learn the ability to adapt to 
the shirts look nice enough to different situations and react ac-
even wear out at night. cordingly," said Schunk. 
Not only are these !-shirts 
appealing to the eye, but they 
are also very comfortable and 
look great with a pair of jeans 
and sneakers. 
So if you're a bit hesitant 
to go out and get that tattoo 
you' ve been thinking about 
for a while - then pick up 
something at Ed Hardy and 













to make decisions for yourself 
and live independently." 
She also believes that tennis 
makes you a team player, and 
being a team player helps you 
care more about other people. 
Schunk's goals for the future are 
to graduate from Lyrm success-
fully, win Nationals, and live a 
good happy life. 
. -(RED) 
ew Program to Help Raise Money for AIDS Awareness 
Hy r\.1ohky llru:krey 
In 2005, 2.4 million adults and The products offered are cell 
children died of AIDS in Sub- phones, credit cards, !-shirts, 
Saharan Africa. sneakers, watches, and I-pods. 
While these statistics are star-
tling there is a way you can 
help! The (RED) program was 
developed by Bono and Bobby 
Shriver, Chairman of DATA to 
raise awareness and money for 
the Global Fund by teaming 
up with the world's most icon-
ic brands to produce (RED) 
branded products. 
A percentage of each product 
sold is given to the Global 
Fund. 
If you buy a (RED) product or 
sign up for a (RED) service, at 
no cost to you, the company 
from which you buy it will 
give some of its profits to pur-
chase and distribute anti-retro-
viral medicine for people who 
need it in Africa. 
The (RED) campaign is mak-
ing a big difference and the 
money donated is getting to 
the affected areas in need. 
In just three weeks, the (RED) 
campaign raised enough mon-
ey for more than 15 million 
pregnant women in Africa to 
get treatment to prevent the 
transmission of HIV to their 
unborn children. 
As this holiday season ap-
The money helps women and proaches purchase a gift that 
children affected by HIV/ gives back, think (RED)! 
AIDS in Africa. 
The (RED) Manifesto states 
as first world consumers, we 
have tremendous power. 
What we collectively choose to 
buy, or not to buy, can change 
the course of life and history 
on this planet. 
This campaign has enlisted the 
help of Motorola, Emporio 
Armani, I-Pod, American Ex-
press, Converse, and Gap, just 
to name a few. 
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tjollywood's Latest Box Office Hero 
om~niaru Saying Bora! Misled them 
l.h \'Jwo....,_'OI Uu _ 
The movie, "Bora!: Cultural 
Learnings of America for Make 
Benefit Glorious Nation of Ka-
zakhstan," debuted last week-
end as the No. I film in North 
America, grossing more than 
$26 million in U.S. ticket sales. 
The siiJry line is drM:n by a series 
ofimpuvised etKXJUillml wilh lives 
of Middle F.amn people wOO be-
come Coh:n's Ul1SU'lpCCiing foils 
while taking part in what tlx:y 
1hwght was a ..W documen1llly. 
Offe!Kied Romanian villagl:rs are 
now 1hreatening to sue the produc-
ers of Sacha Bmm Coheo's mJVie, 
"Borat," tlr paying them a pit1ance 
ID put fimn ~in tim Innes. 
Romanians are now saying "So-
rat" misled them. "We thought 
they carne here to help us -not 
mock us," said one of the villag-
ers while sweeping a manure-
stained street lined with shabby 
homes of crumbling brick and 
corrugated iron sheeting. 
some of these parts were filmed, 
said they did not mind the 
movie because they are miser-
able and have nothing, which 
brought them entertainment. 
The film is causing turmoil in 
the states as well. Two frater-
nity brothers frnm South Caro-
lina have sued the studio and 
producers for fraud, saying 
that filmmakers duped them 
into signing a contract and ap-
pearing in the movie after tak-
ing them out to help "loosen 
up," or get too drunk to use 
their judgment. 
They were shown guzzling alco-
hol and making racist remarks in 
the "Bora!" film, and have filed a 
law suit stating that the produc-
ers promised it would never be 
shown in the United States. 
The lawsuit, which does not 
identifY the plaintiffs, was filed 
to protect themselves from any 
additional and unnecessary em-
barrassment, and have asked to 
be removed frnm the film. 
nspirat ion 
if1m Rules to Live By 
lly .\1~11.'111 Ml:.!=iw~Xncy 
It can be a hectic confusing 
world we live in, but there are a 
lot of rules to help you succeed 
at whatever you choose to do: 
!-Embrace change and learn 
from new experiences 
2-Ask questions and listen 
3-Take ownership of your edu-
cation 
4-No plan = no direction 
5-Be honest with yourself and 
others 
6-Don 't agonize- organize-
just take action 
7-Never, never give up 
S-Help others 
9-Manage your time or be mis-
managed 
10-Believe in yourself 
11-Don't find fault- find a solu-
tion 
12-Devolop a positive "ill 
make it happen" attitude 
13-Good decisions- good re-
sults; poor decisions- poor re-
sults 
14-Eiiminate excuses and take 
responsibility 
15-Write your goals down, add 
action steps and a timetable Locals offended by the film 
have accused the producers of 
paying them just $3.30-$5.50, 
misleading the village into 
thinking the movie would be a 
helpful and educational docu-
mentary, while tricking impres-
sionable peasants into improp-
erly portrsying their country. 
$10 OFF. ~IP 
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While some people frnm Glod, 
the city in Romania where 
Girls & Sports 
A Comic By Jumn Borus and Andrew feimtein 
l;r"lht. 
Calendar 
On Campus This Weekend 
KAT Trip to Miami Dolphins 
Game 
When: November 19, 2006 
Contact: John Valentine 
Phone: 561-237-7152 
Email: jvalentine@lynn.edu 
For more information and to 
sign up, stop by the informa-
tion station. 
SGAMeetlng 
When: November 21,2006 
Where: Cafeteria 
Time: 7:00p.m 
Contact: John Valentine 
Phone: 561-237-7152 
Email: jvalentine@lynn.edu 
The SGA election results are 
in! The results for each race are 
as follows: 
Public relations chair: Dani-
elle Chirichello 
Freshman class representative: 
Gene Prousnitzer 
On behalf of the Student 
Government Association, 
congratulations and welcome 
Danielle and Gene! Thanks to 
all of the candidates for their 
participation and to all who 
voted in the election. Be sure 
to attend the biweekly SGA 
meetings to share your opin-
ions, voice your concerns and 
be involved in the Lynn com-
munity. The next SGA meet-
ing is at 7 p.m., Tuesday, Dec. 
5. in 1he caf~ten. _ 
Meet the Press! 
The 2006 iPulse Sraff 
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Staff: Beatriz Lewis, Laura Vann, 
Alain Roche, DeShanna Minuto, 
Brian Fisch, NICOle Piccolo, Sa-
mantha Mwphy, Whit Tower, Me-
gan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss. 
Kelsey Breining, Lia Jahnke, Ash-
ley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Ouis-
tina Cutsinger, Chris Dorsey. 
Faculty AdvBor: Myles Ludwig. 
Helping Out Over Thanksgiving 
Donating Food anTMoney to the People who Need it 
~y S<lmanthJ Murphey 
Thanksgiving is a wonderful hol-
iday celebrated by many people. 
It is a time to be with loved ones 
and think about all of your bless-
ings and how lucky you are. 
However, a lot of people take fur 
granted how privileged they are. 
A lot of people don't realize that 
even though most of our holidays 
will be cheerful and plentiful, 
there are thousands of people all 
over that are barely surviving. 
Thanksgiving should be a time for 
all to be happy and healthy. There 
are plenty of ways to help donate 
food and money to the people 
who need i~ so maybe for once, 
they can have a nice holiday too. 
If you want to start small, try 
finding local food/can drives, 
because around this time of 
year, they can be fOWid at tons 
of different stores. Publix annu-
ally supports the "Food For All" 
campaign, which is a program 
of the Food lndustty Crusade 
Against Hunger. 
In 2004, donations made by em-
ployees and customers of Publix 
mised over $1.5 million dollars! 
SooverThanksgiving, when you 
are picking up groceries, think 
about the less fortunate people in 
the world that can't afford to buy 
food, and donate a few dollars. 
Every bit helps. 
"Food For Life Network," which 
is the only organization in the 
Metro Dade COW!ty dedicates all 
their effort and earnings toward 
feeding those less fortunate; that 
suffer from HIV I AIDS. Believe 
it or no~ HIV I AIDS is develop-
ing into a huge problem in the 
Miami area. This organization 
is a branch of their major group, 
"Care Resource." In light oftha~ 
Care Resource is hosting a White 
Party, which will be an elegant 
fund raiser for their cause. 
TestScoresAre I..o 
Urban Students Fail Test 
~y D.,.,hantld M mnutu 
It is being held at the Vtzeaya Children in major US cit-
Museum and Gardens in Miami, ies perform worse on science 
on November 25. Tickets are on tests given in elementary and 
sale already, so for more infor- middle school, than other stu-
marion, go to whiteparty.org. dents in different parts of the 
country. 
It is really important to think of 
others over the holidays. We are 
vety fortunate and should all tty 
and brighten up someooes holiday. 
You really can make a difference. 
l~~<qllm me;muil Hdp~to1:811~ 
For the first time, ten urban 
school distri~ts volunteered to 
take tests to have their scores 
compared to public school stu-
dents nationwide. 
Fourth graders in nine out of ten 
city districts had lower average 
scores than students attending 
public schools nationwide. 
NationalAmericanindianHeritageMonth 
Is Thanksgiving a Celebration oro Grievan(e? 
One exception occured in 
Austin, Texas where they per-
formed at the national average. 
y Laura \'ann 
November is recognized as National American 
Indian Heritage Month in the United States 
where were celebrate the history, art and tradi-
tion of the original inhabitants of our country. 
In 1916, New York acknowl-
edged the first "American 
Indian Day," and in 1990, 
President George Bush de-
clared the first American 
Indian Heritage Month. The 
plliJI05~ of National Ameri-
can Indian Heritage Month 
is to honor and recognize 
the original peoples of the United States, in-
cluding their contributions to our past and to 
our future. 
In 1996, President William Clinton proclaimed, 
"Throughout our history, American Indian peo-
ples have been an integral part of the Ameri-
can character. Against the odds, America's first 
peoples have endured, and they remain a vital 
cultural, political, social, and moral presence. 
Tribal America has brought to this great coun-
try certain values and ideas that have become 
ingrained in the American spirit: the knowl-
edge that humans can thrive and prosper with-
out destroying the natural environment; the 
The science scores are from the 
understanding that people from very different 2005 National Assessment of 
backgrounds, cultures, religions, and traditions Educational Progress, which is 
can come together to build a great country; and a test given nationwide period-
the awareness that diversity can be a source of ically on a range of subjects. 
strength rather than division." 
This test is viewed as one of 
November is an odd time the best ways to compare stu-
to observe National Ameri- dents' achievements across 
can Indian Heritage Month district and state lines. 
because it is also the month 
where the United States Besides Austin, the urban dis-
federal holiday, Thanksgiv- tricts that participated were At-
ing, falls. In many ways, lanta, Boston, Charlotte, N.C., 
American Indians do not Chicago, Cleveland, Houston, 
see Thanksgiving as a day Los Angeles, New York, and 
for celebration rather they see it as a day for San Diego. 
mourning. 
The number of minorities 
During Thanksgiv- enrolled in these districts 
ing, families eel- is disproportionate to most 
ebrate the peaceful other areas; as the amount of 
meal shared between children with limited English 
the two opposite cui- ability, and low-income fami-
tures - Pilgrims and lies are scarce. 
Indians. In 1620 the 
Pilgrims came to 
Plymouth Rock, Mass. on the Mayflower. The 
Indians taught the Pilgrims how to survive and 
grow food in the new world. The following 
year, the Pilgrims and Indians enjoyed a boun-
tiful feast together. 
However, this peaceful celebration did not last. 
Within fifty years, the Indians were no longer 
free, and the Pilgrims had colonized the land. In 
tum bringing diseases that killed I 0 to 30 mil-
lion natives. 
For some Native Americans, Thanksgiving is 
no cause for celebration, but it is a day to re-
member their ancestors that died and survived. 
Keeping this in mind, the re-
sults showed that minorities at-
tending these city schools often 
performed similarly to students 
with the same backgrounds in 
the national sample. 
The Topics covered on these 
tests include: chemistry, biolo-
gy, physics, and earth science. 
The new scores prove that 
there is much needed room for 
improvement for a mnge of ur-
ban districts as well as most of 
the nations schools. 
He's Backt 
W Review 
ll}· Beatriz Lewis 
John Legend has outdone him-
self again with his second al-
bum, "Once Again." 
The album was released on 
Oct 24, co-produced by fa-
mous artists such as Kanye 
West, and Raphael Saadiq. 
During an interview with MTV, 
Legend said that the album 
would contain his favorite song 
that he wrote, entitled "Again." 
Legend actually came up with 
the idea for the song while sit-
ting on a subway. The song 
was also the inspiration for the 
album's title. 
This album covers a range of 
different genres from soul to 
hip-hop, to classic pop to al-
ternative. Legend said, "It's 
not dramatically different, but 
I think people will see it as a 
growth and an extension for 
me. It's a richer sound. The 
production is more developed. 
I just tried to do it with the 
highest standards of quality." 
"Save Room" is the album's 
first single, and shows a more 
sophisticated style than the last 
album, "Get Lifted." 
This song is a mid tempo piano 
based love song. However, the 
piano is not used in this song 
because Legend wanted his 
fans to profile him as a singer, 
and not a piano player. 
Another loveable track from 
the listeners is "We Just Don't 
Care," which is bright and in-
spiring. It leaves the impression 
of a sunny summer day, despite 
the gloomy outside weather. 
lass -,~ 
History Behind the Maybachs 
~Jiiil: ~~ -. ·~.J 
R~fChiisf ~J! 
The Maybach line of cars has a 
long history of greatness. Wil-
liam Maybach the founder had 
started out doing work devel-
oping some of the first car for 
Mercedes in 1910. 
After his work with Mercedes, 
Maybach started producing 
cars with his son, Karl, in 
the early 1920s. Some of the 
things he produced are a mo-
torcycle wire-wheel car, and 
a belt driven car. Not only did 
the Maybachs develop the first 
classy car, but also the one that 
was ahead of its time. 
After the 1920s this line of 
cars dropped because of the 
Great Depression. However, 
Karl tried to keep his fathers 
dream going, but his attempt 
was not much of a success. 
However, back in 2003 Mer-
cedes brought the Maybach 
line back to life. Currently, 
Maybach has three different 
models; 57, 62, and 57s. 
The cars that they have out now, 
exhibit the utmost luxury and 
comfort in the industry that could 
make any one feel like a king. 
The interior of the car may be 
one of its most impressive things 
with its two reclining back seats 
and two separate televisions. 
The interior is made of fine 
leather; suede and wood wraps 
around the dash, doors, and 
moldings of the car. 
The price of the car reflects 
its hand crafted beauty and 
prestige. The cost is about 
that of a three-bedroom house 
in some states. 
The "57" model is available 
starting at $335,250; the "57s" 
are about $369, 750; and last 
but not least, the "62" costs 
$385,250 . 
Maybach has let out some new 
Although this album has a lot of plans for a new sports car, but 
love songs, his track "Coming they are not sure when they 
Home" is about a soldier who are going to start producing 
thinks the war will never end. it. When they do, you can cer-
It achieves an emotional impact tainly expect great things. 
with the use of various instru-
ments blending with the piano. 
Legend has drawn so many 
people to his music and we 
can't get enough of him. His 
performance is undeniably en-
tertaining and intriguing. 
Men Fall in Basketball Opener 
ynn University vs. Christian Brothers University 
second team honors. The 
Knights closed out the season 
15-2 overall and earned their 
eighth NCAA tournament bid 
By Jeflley Mesmru:1 
The Lynn University men's 
basketball team dropped their 
2006-07 season opener 70-52 
on the road at Christian Broth-
ers University. 
The loss is just the second in a 
season opener for the Fighting 
Knights in program history. 
Three Knights (0-1) scored in 
double-figures, led by junior 









ers · nine rebounds. Both 
numbers were career highs for 
Kirkwood. 
Evan Cohn and Millard each 
added five rebounds in the loss. 
The Buccaneers (1-0) jumped 
out to an early 7-1 lead, one 






at 22-12 and 
and 17th post-season appear-
cut their deficit to three on a pair ance in program history. 
of free throws by Kirkwood. 
Melia had an exceptional year 
Christian Brothers almost in net, posting a 14-2 record 
immediately regained the ad- with a 0.49 goals against aver-
vantage, pushing their lead age, a 0.826 save percentage 
back to 10 points on a Iayup__!'ld 10 shutouts. 
with 3:38 left on the clock. 
Lynn managed 
to cut the CBU 
lead to just sev-
en on a jumper 
by Smith, and 
a free throw by 
Luke Postorino, 
but couldn't get 
' that. Lynn contin-
ues their road trek as they take 
on North Alabama on Friday. 
The Knights return to the 
friendly confines of the de 
Hoernle Center next week as 
they host Puerto Rico-Cayey 
and Puerto Rico-Mayaguez on 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
RegicnTeam 
MenUrs lbncdlo lte ~ 
B)' On:l Ekultlc 
The honors continue to roll in 
for the Lynn University men's 
soccer program as seven mem-
bers of the squad were named 
to the Daktronics All South 
Region Team Wednesday. 
His eight goals allowed were the 
second fewest in program histo-
ry. Short captained the Knights 
team into the finals of the South 
Regional Toumamen~ while 
also setting a career high for 
goals in a season with five. 
Porter, the final first team 
selection, led all defenders 
in the Sunshine State Con-
ference with five goals and 
13 points and was part of a 
defense which allowed 0.58 
goals per game. 
Wallace closes out his career 
with 99 points, the fourth most 
in program history. He scored 
seven goals and tallied four as-
sists for 18 points. 
again at 28- 18 Tim Melia, NanoShortandLee 
before the Blue Porter were named to the first 
and White ml-
lied back down team while Courtney Rimmer, 
Viquez had a solid year in 
the midfield with four goals 
and five assists for 13 points 
while Rimmer helped anchor 
the central defense for Lynn. 
Barnett was LU's top scor-
ing threat as he led the team 
in goals (12), assists (6) and 
points (30) in his first year 
with the Fighting Knights. 
Lynn ended its season with a 
2-1 defeat against West Flor-
ida in the NCAA Division II 
South Regional Finals. 
Carl Wallace, Kenneth Viquez 
and Dwight Barnett earned the stretch to pull within four on 
a field goal by Jasper McDuf-
fus with I :49 remaining in the 
half. 
CBU picked up one more bas-
ket before the end of the half 
to take a 32-26 lead going into 
the break. 
$10 OFF' ~I! 
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The Knights kept pace with 
their hosts throughout the be-
ginning ofthe second half, and 
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cadernic Adventure Preview 
Mexican (elbration of Music and Food 
y Dav1d J;Jtlc 
FROM ANCIENT MAYA TO CONTEMPO!It>RY MEXICO 
Academic Adventure Day is 
this Wednesday, November 29. 
The focus of activities will be 
in the Lynn Dining Hall ( caf-
eteria), the lobby outside the 
Dining Hall, and the building's 
courtyard. 
All freshmen, FYE mentors 
and helpers are invied to a 
Mexican-Mayan celebration 
of music and food at 11:15. 
There will be a Mariachi band 
strolling through the Dining 
Hall, lobby, and courtyard, vid-
eo displays of Academis Ad-
venture posters, Mayan videos 
recenttly broadcast by ABC, 
opportunities for students to 
pose for Mayan cut-out pho-
tos, and of course, lunch! 
oo Embarrassed To Exercise? 
Fear of Going to the Gym 
By Kelsey Breining 
Has th ere ever been a time 
when you don't want to go 
to the gym for fear of hav-
ing to stare into all of those 
mirrors? 
Now let's be honest, the 
thought has crossed your 
mind- right? 
And who hasn't experienced 
a time when you feel like the 
"fat" one at the gym? 
But do people actually have 
a fear of going to the gym? 
Some women and men, liter-
ally won't go into the gym 
for fear of feeling fat. 
Seems ironic, you go to the 
gym to feel good about your-
self, not the opposite! 
However, there are women 
all around the world that are 
overweight and are way too 
embarrassed to be seen at 
the gym. 
They don'twant to be around 
all those thin, younger peo-
ple that are working out; es-
pecially since some of them 
don't know exactly how to 
work the 
money, or motivation seem 
to be the main reasons peo-
ple don't exercise- now we 
can add one more: embar-
rassment. 
Not only are women feeling 
embarrassed by their waist 
size; they now are becoming 
embarrassed of their age as 
well. 
No one wants to look like 
the oversized "granny" at 
the gym- especially when 
there are a million twenty 
year olds in cute workout 
clothes walking around. 
So what should you do if 
you feel like the overweight 
one? 
You can stan by meeting 
with a trainer that can walk 
you through the gym and 
show you exactly how to use 
all of the equipment. 
Not only will they show you 
how to work the equipment 
correctly, they can also show 
you a good initial workout. 
Today many gyms have nu-
tritionists on hand to help 
you develop an overall health 
program including diet. 
So if you are really serious 
about exercising and losing 
weight, then I suggest you 
put down those potato chips, 
get off the couch and head 
to the gym, no matter how 
"a•~ r~cii''a~r~ 
ideo Game Madness 
First Encounter Assault and Reccon 
By Chris Dorst:) 
thriller and shooting. Not only 
does it have plenty of blood 
and guts, if that's what you are 
into, but it will scare the crap 
out of you too. 
In the game, you are a soldier 
that is sent to deal with situations 
that you would never imagine. 
omen's Hoops Victory 
Mohon, and Will iams Lead Women's Hoops to Vidory 
By Chad Beatt1c 
Sarah Mahan's OT proved to be the Jade Wit-
three pointer Iiams show as the sophomore 
at the end of guard scored seven of her 13 






en's basketball team to a 81-78 
Men Victorius 
Basketball Evens Season 
By Jeffrey Mc,sman 
A pair of men's basketball 
players set career-high scoring 
marks as the Knights evened 
their season record to 2-2 with 
a 94-79 win over Puerto Rico-
Mayaguez. 
It is a first person shooter, so all OT victory over Missouri-Rolla 
you see is the gun you are hold- on Friday night. 
The Orlando, native re-entered 
Jhe game with 2: 16 remain-
ing and took over, immedi-
ately scoring on a lay-up and 
a jwnper to put LU up by three 
with 30 seconds left. Her 
three free-throws over the last 
II seconds secured the win for 
the Knights. 
Andrew Smith and junior Hans 
Schur each tallied career-highs 
in scoring for the Knights. 
Schur led the way with a 
game-high 27 points, followed 
closely by Smith with 26. 
Ok, you are probably wonder-
ing what F.E.A.R stands for. 
Well, it means First Encoun-
ter Assault and Recon, and 
this is definitely for the video 
game lover. 
ing and what's in front of you. 
You may be wondering why it 
was described as a scary game. 
Well, this is because you con-
tinually have people popping 
out of every nook and cranny 
trying to kill you. 
The music is intense and the fig-
This is another game for you ure of a small girl appears and 
to love whether its for your disappears in a very creepy way. 
PC, Playstation, or Xbox360. 
Plus, you see shadows of peo-
F.E.A.R is a really cool game pie everywhere so you don't 
combination of phy>;illl<'!Jif;"l know what's real. 
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Mahan scored a career-high 22 
points while four total Knights 
scored in double-figures to 
move their team record to 3-
0 overall. This is the second 
consecutive year Lynn has 
started the season 3-0 and the 
fifth time in program history. 
"I'm extremely proud of our 
team right now," said head 
coach Pam DeCosta, who 
moves to 4-2 all-time in her 
career in or games. 
Down ten with 12:53 remain-
ing in the game, the Blue and 
White slowly chipped away at 
the Lady Miner's lead. 
Vanessa Black 
and Mahan 
scored on easy 
lay-ups to cut 
the lead to six 
and Williams 
picked up a 
key offensive 
fed Shamonica 
Adams on a lay-up for two of 
her seven points. 
Neither team could run away 
with the victory, trading bas-
kets back and forth until Ma-
han scored as time expired to 
send the game into overtime. 
Crystal Ahmed recovered Mah-
an's initial three point attempt, 
kicked out the pass for a second 
IIy and watched as the senior 
forward nailed down the shot. 
The Blue and White quickly 
jwnped out with a 7-2 run to 
start the game but conceded 
the lead with 15:25 remaining 
in the first half. 
UMR (2-1) responded with a 
14-6 run of its own and built 
up a three point lead with just 
over II minutes remaining. 
Rae Rae Fripp 
was second 
on the team 






ing with I 0 points and seven 
boards while tying her career 
high with four steals. 
The Knights forced 27 turn-
overs and tallied 16 steals. 
Lynn University returns to 
action Saturday, November 
25 at 8:30pm. 
Jasper McDulfus led all players 
with 14 rebounds while Evan 
Cohn paced the Blue and White 
with six assists. Schur add-
ed eight rebounds and Smith 
chimed in with five assists. 
Mayaguez (0-4) held the ad-
vantage through the first four 
minutes of the game, until a 
free throw by Kris Kuhn tied 
things at 4-4 before Schur put 
the Knights up for good with 
an ensuing lay in near the 16 
minute mark 
Kuhn tallied 13 points in the 
victory while adding eight 
points off the bench. 
For the fourth straight game, 
the Knights turned the ball 
over more than their opponent. 
Lynn coughed the ball up 19 
times compared to 12 by the 
Bulldogs. 
The Knights have a week off 
before returning to action on 
the road at Florida Gulf Coast 
next Thursday. 
$10 OFF. ~· 
your first pvrchCJ$¢ 1, ,.., 1 ., ~ 
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Girls & Sports 
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein 
en 
On Campus Today 
Introduction to Blackboard 
When: 12:00 pm- 2:00pm 
What: These classes will of-
fer the fundamentals of Black-
board. F acuity will learn how 
to post their syllabus on Black-
board, use Discussion Board, 
GradeBook, and email from 
Blackboard. 
Who: Faculty that will be us-
ing Blackboard. 
Intermediate Outlook 
Who: Faculty and staff inter-
ested in concentrating on high-
er level Outlook functions 
What: This session will con-
centrate on higher-level Out-
look functions. Topics will 
include using the calendar, 
scheduling and sending invi-
tations to meetings, using the 
Task Manager, and exploring 
Rules. Basic Outlook familiar-
ity will be presumed. 
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Fun Filled Academic Adventure Day Toda 
Mexican Celebration of Music and Food 
y Ste hame Baker 
Today is Academic Adventure Day. 
Various Lynn students created these 
posters advertising for this celebration. 
The Celebration will take place in the 
Dining Hall , the lobby outside the Din-
ing Hall, and the building's courtyard. 
There will be many festivities to take 
part in, so head over the the cafete-








Powering Your iPod On Planes 
Planes Will Allow the Charging and Viewing of iPods on Seat-bocks 
B Beatriz Lewis 
Air France, Continental Air-
lines, Delta Air Lines, KLM, 
Emirates and United Airlines 
will begin offering their pas-
sengers iPod seat connections. 
They will be able to power 
and charge iPods during flight 
and allow the video content 
on the devices to be viewed 
on seat-back displays. 
The service will begin in the 
middle of next year. 
Although it is too early for de-
cision, "All airlines are looking 
to upgrade their entertainment 
systems, especially for lon-
ger distance flights," said Ray 
Neidl, senior airline analyst at 
Calyon Securities. 
United said that the deal is part 
of its new plan to upgrade in-
ternational first, and business-
class travel. 
"There is significant value in 
offering a superior in-flight 
entertainment experience to 
our first and business-class 
customers during their inter-
national flights," said Gra-
ham Atkinson, executive vice 
president and chief customer 
officer. 
Apple is also working with 
Panasonic Avionics Corpora-
tion to bring even more lead-
ing airlines in-flight iPod con-
nectivity in the future. 
As of now, Apple has sold near-
ly 70 million iPods and more 
than 1.5 billion songs through 
its iTunes music store. 
Apple introduced new versions 
of the device, including a new 
video iPod and iPod Shuffle. 
With the Microsoft Zune al-
ready on the market, this news 
will only increase the rival 
with the Apple i-Pod. 
The only down-side is that it's 
going to be hard for other mu-
sic players to have their kit in-
tegrated into the plane and air-
lines won't be making money 
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9pm till Midnight 
At Boca Bowl 
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Cell Phone Buzz omen's Hoops 
Perfect Start for the Team 
By Chad Beattie 
No More Drunk Dialing 
By Lia Jahnke 
, ~ A~ 
- ~ . ! 
-. 
When the very first cell phone 
was created, it was large and 
heavy, and was mostly designed 
only to make phone calls. 
Cell phones have come a long 
way since then with features 
including taking pictures, mov-
ies, watching live rv, and surf-
ing the web. 
What else could a person pos-
sibly want in their cell phone? 
Well, another feature is be-
ing introduced to cell phones, 
a sobriety test. On the way is 
a cell phone that has a built in 
breathalyzer. 
Of all the features introduced 
over the years, this one could 
be the one to save lives. 
Nowadays, people feel naked 
without their cell phone and 
bring it with them wherever 
they go. 
This means a night out drink-
ing, a person will most likely 
have their cell phone with them 
(granted they haven't lost it) 
and will hopefully make them 
realize when they are in no con-
dition to get behind the wheel. 
After drinking through a 
night a person may have 
impaired judgment and still 
believe that they are sober 
enough to drive, when realis-
tically, they aren't. 
Perhaps if they see their blood 
alcohol level they will think 
twice before risking their own 
life and the life of others. 
The breathalyzer isn't the only A perfect start to the season 
feature this cell phone will of- ended Saturday night as the 
fer that is new to consumers. If Lynn University women's bas-
you have had too much to drink ketball team fell 90-40 to no.6 
it will display a swerving car Washburn. 
hitting cones. 
The cell phone can also be set 
so that if you blow over a .08 
the cell phone will not allow 
you to call your ex-boyfriends 
or ex-girlfiiends. It also of-
fers plug in adapters for your 
phone. 
Player's Diary 
Inside The Game 
By Jose Saca 
This week, the coach and I had 
a talk, and he told me that I 
had a great swing and a lot of 
potential. 
On Friday, we had a class and 
he told me that my short game 
is poor and that i neeed to fix 
that problem. The coach said 
he was going to make me hit 
the ball low for consistent 
yardage to the hole. 
We went to the golf course to 
practice inside 100 yards. I 
was having problems getting 
the exact distance to the hole. 
He showed me how the club 
has to be after impact, and it 
helped So later that day, I 
started to hit solid shots. 
He saw what I was doing and 
said that I am a good potential 
player because I have the abil-




with 13 points 
but the Lady 
Blues proved 
to be too much 
by holding 
LU to 23.4% 
shooting from the field. Lynn 
falls to 3-1 overall. 
Lynn opened 
the game with 
a 7-2 run and 
held the lead 
for the first 
3 and a half 
minutes with 
five points by 
Allegra Armstrong. 
Mahan led the Fighting Knights 
in scoring for the third time in 
four games while Armstrong 
led the team in rebounds, with 
seven, for the third consecu-
tive contest. 
The Blue and White return to 
action Saturday, December 2 at 
5:30 pm to face Florida South-
em' in their home and Sunshine 
State Conference opener. 
Fans can follow the action 
live by logging on to www. 
lynn.edu/athletics and click-
ing on the '•live audio" and 
"live slats" links. 
$10 OFF. ~IP 
your first purthos~ E ,..., i ., ~ 
l:r.,l)l'. 
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Girls & Sports 
A Comic By Justin Borus and .Andrew Feinstein 
C ·en 
~ Campus Today 
Job Sean:h for lntemational 
Students 
When: 4:00pm-5:00pm 
Where: Trinity Hall 
What This wOOcshop will ad-
dress some conunon inunigr&-
tion matters relating to employ-
ment You'D also learn how to 
effectively launch a job search 
campaign by targeting compa-
nies. Employment interviews are 
communication encounter.~ con-
taining specific cultural nonns 
and rules. Learn the communica-





Sign Up for COM 280 
How to Toke on Ideo 
From Concept to Reality 
Spring Semester 
Instructor Myles ludwig 
When: Wednesday, De-
cember 6 at 7:00pm. 
Where: Knight's Court 
rvL :~e PreS.'i! 
1lhe 2006 iPulse Stoff ~ ' 
~· I 
--~- ----------~ . --~ 
Editon: 









Staff: Bealriz l..ewOi, Laura \Won, 
Alain Roche, DeShanna Minuto, 
Brian Fisch, Nicole PKwlo, Sa-
mantha Murphy, WhitT ower, Me-
gan McSweeney, Rachel Weiss, 
Kelsey Breining, Lia Jahnke, Ash-
ley Duckrey, Vanessa Ott, Qnis.. 
tina Cul<!ingler, Cluis Dorsey. 
Faculty Ad>i<lor: Myles Ludwig. 
. pademi'c Aclveriffiffi·P@.· 1VS4cfes};-
r~piur., Being Replicoted os Vehideslo Fly Underwater ' .. - . ~ . .. . .._ 
fh En\." Weiss _ _ -.:...~ ,--... __ . · - - .:.- ---::__ • 
Academic Adventure is a trndi- areas were bustling with Mexi- ria, there was another fun Ma- Jllllll3l)' 8 and returns to Lynn Jan-
tion founded in 2003. can spirit riachi band, playing everyone's uary 13. Some changes have been 
favorite tunes, like the Mexican made fur this years adventure, and 
It is a wonderful time for the new Outside in the courtyard, a Ma- Hat Dance. this time the students wiU be float-
students here at Lyrm, in which riachi band played, while every- ing on the toodern MV Elcpiorer, 
they cruise into the Caribbean one snacked away at the chips Students were getting their pass- which is a ship used specificaUy 
with the intention oflcaming in a and salsa table. ports stamped at the entrance, fur the ever-«>-popular Semester 
fun and different environment. then running otfto explore all the al Sea program 
But that wasn't aU- there were a exciting activities. 
This year, the students seem to ron of other neat things happen- The ship is very wired for learn-
be more involved than ever, after ing inside. There were fun and creative Ac- ing, fearuring classrooms, com-
introducing Academic Adven- adernic Adventure poster.! hung puter labs, a library, and lots of 
rure Passports. There were some computer.! set up ail over, featuring drawings other cool things. It looks like it 
up with cameras, so that you and writings made by ail of the will be a very fun time! 
The students need to get their could have your picture taken, FYE classes. 
passport stamped a certain and have your face placed in a But until then, students will con-
amount of times at different picture of a Mayan person! And to top it off, there wa< a big tinue learning about what's to 
events, including aU of the fun picture and video slideshow, fea- come in the future, and thanks 
activities that took place in the Best of aD, )W = have il jXiruW wring recent clips in the news to Academic Adventure day, ev-
cafeteria on Wednesday. Clll iraSOIMilit Whatagrmtthing about Mexico. eryone seems to be getting more 
to bring l-ane 10 Mmlfti Did pumped for their trip. 
Since the cruise is going to Mex- Everyone seems to be very excit-
ico, the cafeteria and SlnTOunding Inside the very crowded cafete- ed fur their cruise, which begins jOie! 
~ ~ .. DE 
Finals are right around the cor-
ner! For most students, with 
finals comes the stress of pre-
paring and getting through this 
chaotic time. 
Finals can quite possibly be 
the most stressful part of a stu-
dent's school year. Believe it 
or not, there are many ways to 
greatly reduce the amount of 
stress you have to go through. 
Another alternative, is to ex-
ercise. Exercising gives the 
sense of accomplishment and 
will increase the endorphin 
flow in your brain which will 
most likely put you in a good 
mood. About three days a 
week, and twenty to forty-five 
minutes, will greatly increase 
your sense of confidence and 
well being. 
An easy way to relieve stress is 
hanging out with your buddies. 
Be careful though, hanging out 
with them until 2 a.m, and go-
ing to school the next morning 
with a massive headache is 
Following just a few tips and quite the contrary of what you 
some advice can help you get are trying to achieve. 
through it a little bit easier. 
One factor that makes it such 
a hard time, is the amount of 
things you have to complete, 
especially if one has procras-
tinated all semester, you need 
to get things done in a short 
amount of time. 
One thing you may want to 
consider before resorting to 
chewing off your nails and 
pulling out your hair is out-
lining a list of things that you 
need to do. 
This will give you a sense of 
control over what needs to be 
done. This list should have the 
most important assignments at 
The easiest time to think clear-
ly is when you are relaxed. 
Make sure you are eating right 
and drinking loads of water. 
Junk food will not help you 
concentrate. 
Eating right will also reduce 
the chances for a headache 
or nausea. Take one step at a 
time, and stay calm, you will 
get through your week of fi-
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Among all of the new art-
ists that have released their 
albums this year, Jay- Z is 
the newest member. Jay- Z 
released his newest album, 
"Kingdom Come", on Nov 21. 
This signifies the end of his re-
tirement from 2003, where the 
title came from the CD comics' 
series where Superman returns 
from self exile, to a dangerous 
and crazy world. 
Jay- Z wanted to expand his 
music to all demographics, and 
prove that he still is a major 
part of hip- hop. He enjoys lis-
tening to hip-hop even though 
he has said to be ''retired." 
"People who grew up listen-
ing to hip-hop, we still love 
hip-hop when we're 30 or 
40", said Jay- Z. According 
to Jay- Z, this album was 
his biggest challenge. "It was 
very important that I made a 
record reflective of where I 
am in my life. 
"Too many people, when 
they get to 30 years old, they 
still try and make records for 
like, IS-year- olds, and that 
makes the genre so small and 
narrow," says Jay-Z. 
Stretch Internet 
•o'l!dio~_ live In-ternet Video ·. 
---
Lynn University has entered into 
a partnership with Stretch Inter-
net to provide live internet video 
streams for select men's and 
women's basketball games as 
weU as the Sunshine State Con-
ference Basketball Tournament. 
Lynn is already one of seven 
schools in the sse to provide 
audio broadcasts via the inter-
net through Stretch and will be 
the second institution to utilize 
live video productions. 
1 "This is just another way for 
fans to feel apart of Lynn Uni-
versity and its athletic pro-
grams," said athletic director 
Jay- Z is ready to connect Kristen Moraz. 
more with the listeners and is 
not only interested in record-
ing music that will play on 
the dance floors. He wants to 
show various aspects of hip-
hop and that means making 
emotional tracks and making 
adult records as well. 
The first single off this album 
is called "Show Me What You 
Got". The song is very up beat, 
with snare drums and an organ; 
who could imagine hip- hop 
could be so much fun. 
In the track, "Lost One", Jay-
Z talks about his relationship 
with girlfriend of five years Be-
yonce Knowles, the split from 
Damon Cash and the death of 
his nephew.In this song, he 
does a fantastic job at convey-
ing the message he is trying to 
share with his audience. 
"With the addition of video, 
friends, family and fans can 
get closer to the action and 
never miss a beat. 
The Knights will air its first 
broadcast on Saturday, De-
cember 2 for the women's and 
men's basketball sse opener 
against Florida Southern. 
Fans can access the games by 
logging on to www.lynn.edu/ 
athletics and clicking on the 
"live audio" link. From there 
fans will have the choice to 
purchase the video feed or lis-
ten to the game for free. 
Lynn will also provide free 
video coverage for the first 
round through the semifinals 
of the sse tournament begin-
ning February 28-March 4. 
$10 OFF. ~· 
)'OIIIIr flr$t pvrchC>$~ 1• ,.,_, ... 
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